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Make Mine a Double
Why Women Like Us Like to Drink (Or Not)
edited by gina barreca

Bottoms up! This landmark celebration of women  
and drink chips away at traditional images of  
gender one ice-cube at a time

Make Mine A Double pours together a collection of witty, 
intelligent, and provocative pieces about women and their 
beverages of choice. Edited by humorist and academic 
mahatma Gina Barreca, the twenty-eight original essays 
here come from a diverse community of voices, from ages 
twenty-one to seventy-nine, including such luminaries as 
Fay Weldon, Wendy Liebman, Amy Bloom, Liza Donnelly, 
Nicole Hollander, Beth Jones, Dawn Lundy Martin, and 
many others.

Equal parts paean to spirits, an open discussion 
of drinking (or not drinking), and a call to feminists 
everywhere to say “salut,” Make Mine A Double shimmers 
with thoughtfulness, humor, and self-examination.  
These tales of women’s complex relationships with 
alcohol are the story of every woman’s effort to find her 
independence and sense of belonging, be it at a college 
party, a high-powered cocktail party, or on a stool at the 
neighborhood watering hole.

Barreca and the writers have agreed that all their 
profits from the book will be donated to Windham 
Hospital’s “Gina’s Friends” fund which aids women in need.

gina barreca has appeared on 20/20, 48 Hours, NPR, 
The Today Show, Joy Behar, and Oprah to discuss gender, 
power, politics, and humor. Her books, which have been 
translated into seven languages, include They Used to Call 
Me Snow White But I Drifted, Babes in Boyland, and It’s Not 
That I’m Bitter. She is a professor of English and feminist 
theory at the University of Connecticut.

September
192 pp., 5V x 9"
Cloth, $19.95 
978-1-58465-759-0

biography / essays / humor

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

The Three-
Legged Woman 
and Other 
Excursions  
in Teaching
ROBERT KLOSE

Cloth, $24.95 
978-1-58465-927-3

also of interest

Judge Sentences
Tales from the 
Bench
DERMOT MEAGHER

Cloth, $26.00 
978-1-55553-715-9
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The Lighthouse Santa
sara hoagland hunter
illustrated by julia miner

The Lighthouse Santa drops presents to all of us who  
live alone at the edge of the ocean. From Owl’s Head 
Light in Maine to our Great Point Light on Nantucket,  
we wait for the sound of his plane. He has never  
missed a Christmas . . . at least, not yet

For Kate, life at the Great Point Lighthouse on Nantucket 
Island can be exciting, full of stormy seas and even 
shipwrecks. But it can also be lonely, with only her  
mother, father, and brother Sam to keep her company.  
Now it’s Christmas Eve, and Kate waits in her lighthouse  
as a blizzard threatens to ruin this most special day. For  
as long as she can remember, the Lighthouse Santa has 
dropped presents from his airplane for all the lighthouse 
keepers’ children. But will his plane make it through 
hurricane winds and blinding snow? Sam says it is 
impossible, but Kate has been keeping a secret Christmas 
wish all year long, and she will not give up hope. 
 Based on the Christmas flights of Edward Rowe  
Snow, hero to lighthouse children for almost fifty  
years, The Lighthouse Santa has all the elements of a 
true Christmas classic: light, love, wonder, and the  

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561
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September
36 pp., 24 color illus., 8V x 11"
Cloth, $17.95 
978-1-61168-006-5

children’s ages 4–8

flying dog stories
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power of one child’s faith to shine through darkness.  
From the midst of the howling storm to her own soaring 
flight with the Lighthouse Santa, Kate must cling to  
her father’s promise that “Nothing is impossible on 
Christmas Eve in a lighthouse.”

In their first collaboration since the success of  
their award-winning picture book The Unbreakable Code, 
author Sara Hoagland Hunter and illustrator Julia Miner 
once again shed light on a little-known episode of history.

sara hoagland hunter is the author of eight previous 
books for children, including The Unbreakable Code, the 
award-winning story of the Navajo Code Talkers of  
World War II, also illustrated by Julia Miner. A lifelong 
New Englander, she has always been drawn to the 
seashore and the magic of lighthouses. Through her art 
and design work, julia miner celebrates the gifts we 
receive from our past, affirming ageless values such as 
heroism and regional identity.

September
$215.00 
978-1-61168-222-9

The Lighthouse Santa
13-pack book display
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Improbable Patriot
The Secret History of Monsieur de 
Beaumarchais, the French Playwright  
Who Saved the American Revolution
harlow giles unger

The outrageous true story of the French plot to supply 
arms and ammunition to Washington’s Continental 
Army, and the bold French spy, inventor, playwright,  
and rogue behind it all

Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais was an 18th-
century French inventor, famed playwright, and upstart 
near-aristocrat in the court of King Louis XVI. In 1776,  
he conceived an audacious plan to send aid to the American 
rebels. What’s more, he convinced the king to bankroll the 
project, and single-handedly carried it out. By war’s end,  
he had supplied Washington’s Army with most of its arms 
and powder, though he was never paid or acknowledged  
by the United States.
 To some, he was a dashing hero—a towering intellect 
who saved the American Revolution. To others, he was 
pure rogue—a double-dealing adventurer who stopped at 
nothing to advance his fame and fortune. In fact, he was 
both these things, and more: an advisor to kings; an arms 
dealer, and author to some of the most enduring works of 
the stage, including The Marriage of Figaro and The Barber 
of Seville.

harlow giles unger was the 2008 Distinguished Visiting 
Fellow in American History at George Washington’s Mount 
Vernon. A veteran journalist, broadcaster, educator, and 
historian, he is author of sixteen books, including five 
biographies of America’s Founders.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561
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Sweet Water  
and Bitter
The Ships  
That Stopped  
the Slave Trade
SIÂN REES

Cloth, $27.95 
978-1-58465-980-8

also of interest

September
224 pp., 38 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $26.95 
978-1-58465-925-9

u.s. history
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An Uncommon Man
The Life and Times of Senator Claiborne Pell
g. wayne miller

The only biography of Claiborne Pell, the six-term 
senator from Rhode Island best known as the sponsor  
of the educational Pell Grants

Claiborne Pell (1918–2009) was Rhode Island’s longest 
serving U.S. senator, with six consecutive terms from 
1961 to 1997. A liberal Democrat, Pell is best known as the 
sponsor of the Pell Grants. He was also the force behind the 
creation of the National Endowment for the Arts and the 
National Endowment for the Humanities, and a visionary 
in high-speed rail transportation and other areas. An early 
environmentalist and opponent of the Vietnam War, Pell 
left his mark on several treaties and peace initiatives.

Born into the wealthy family that settled the Bronx, 
New York, Pell married Nuala O’Donnell, an heiress to 
the A&P fortune. He lived on the waterfront in exclusive 
Newport, Rhode Island, yet was a favorite of blue-collar 
voters. Frugal and quirky, he believed in ESP and UFOs, 
and was often seen jogging in a sports coat and shorts.  
Both his hard work and his personality left an indelible 
mark on this small but influential state. This lively biography 
was written with the cooperation of the senator’s family,  
and with exclusive access to family records and the 
extensive archives at the University of Rhode Island.

g. wayne miller is a filmmaker, staff writer at the 
Providence Journal, and author of seven books.

October
352 pp., 29 illus., 6B/i x 9W"
Cloth, $29.95 
978-1-61168-186-4

biography / politics

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Journeys to War 
and Peace
A Congressional 
Memoir
STEPH EN J. SOLARZ

Cloth, $29.95 
978-1-58465-997-6

also of interest
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October
336 pp., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $29.95 
978-1-58465-985-3

u.s. history / literature

Sales restricted to the U.S. and Canada

Republic of Words
The Atlantic Monthly and Its Writers, 1857–1925
susan goodman

In the late 19th and early 20th century, the Atlantic 
Monthly became the conscience of the American public 
and the biggest platform of the nation’s flourishing 
literature

A record of Atlantic Monthly authors reads like a Who’s Who 
of American literature. Its stable of contributors includes 
Mark Twain, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow, Frederick Douglass, Louisa May Alcott,  
Sarah Orne Jewett, Kate Chopin, Henry Adams, Frank 
Norris, Jack London, Henry James, Owen Wister,  
Robert Frost, and many more.
 In Republic of Words, Susan Goodman brilliantly 
captures this emerging culture of arts, ideas, science, and 
literature of an America in its adolescence, as filtered 
through the intersecting lives and words of the best and 
brightest writers of the day. Through this lens, Goodman 
examines the life of the magazine from its emergence in  
1857 through the 1920s.

“A wonderful—and brilliantly structured—book that will 
bring fresh insights to scholars and lay readers alike.”
 miranda seymour, author of Mary Shelley

susan goodman is a professor of English and the H. 
Fletcher Brown Chair of Humanities at the University  
of Delaware. She has been a Guggenheim Fellow and the 
recipient of grants from the NEH and Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

To the Life of the 
Silver Harbor
Edmund Wilson and 
Mary McCarthy  
on Cape Cod
REU EL K. WI LSON

Cloth, $26.95 
978-1-58465-713-2

also of interest
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Black Talk, Blue Thoughts, 
and Walking the Color Line
Dispatches from a Black Journalista
erin aubry kaplan
foreword by michael eric dyson

This lively and thoughtful book explores what it means 
to be black in an allegedly postracial America

The minimization of blackness has long been touted as the 
logical and ideal end to a long history of racial struggle 
in America that peaked in the 1960s, plateaued for several 
decades, and culminated in 2009 when a black man was 
elected to the White House. But is this well-intentioned 
goal a true measure of racial achievement?

This collection of essays features thirty-three wide-
ranging pieces of literary, cultural, political, and personal 
journalism on the black experience during this time, from 
the pages of the Los Angeles Times, LA Weekly, Salon.com, 
and elsewhere—plus major new articles on such topics 
as President Obama, black and Hispanic conflicts, and 
depression, appearing here for the first time. In each, 
Kaplan argues with meticulous observation, razor-sharp 
intelligence, and sparkling prose against the trend of black 
erasure, and for the expansion of horizons of the black 
American story.

“In this age of bloggers and pundits and self-made culture 
critics, Erin Aubry Kaplan rises above all of that noise 
and shows us why we still need writers. And like all great 
essayists, she is not afraid to write against the grain, to take 
on race when we’re told it is passé, to tell our stories even 
when we’re supposed to be out of style.”
  robin d. g. kelley, author of Thelonious Monk: 

The Life and Times of an American Original

erin aubry kaplan has covered black issues as a 
journalist for twenty years, including nine years as a staff 
writer for LA Weekly, and two years as a weekly op-ed 
columnist for the Los Angeles Times.

Northeastern University Press
October
336 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $19.95 
978-1-55553-754-8

biography & memoir /  
african american

Northeastern Library  
of Black Literature

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Oreo
FR AN ROSS
Paper, $22.95 
978-1-55553-464-6

also of interest
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September
296 pp., 34 illus. (32 color), 6B/i x 9W"
Cloth, $29.95 
978-1-61168-004-1

biography / art

Robert Kipniss
A Working Artist’s Life
robert kipniss

A successful working artist relates  
his passion for life and art

The haunting, elegiac prints and paintings of Robert Kipniss 
have captivated art lovers for more than sixty years, making 
him one of the most successful and collected artists of our 
time. In this candid memoir, Kipniss recounts the ups and 
downs of his early career, the failures and successes of  
gallery exhibitions and gaining recognition, the joys and 
struggles of trying to support a family as an artist, all  
while tenaciously developing his unique style of landscape 
painting.
 Presenting an intimate look into the life of a much-
admired working artist, this book will be a welcome  
addition to the libraries of his collectors, artists trying  
to establish careers of their own, and all those who have  
an urgency to do what they love.

“Robert Kipniss’s A Working Artist’s Life is the rarest of 
literary achievements: a personal memoir, cultural history, 
and textbook of craft and market. I was enlightened, 
entertained, and frequently moved by this portrait  
of the artist composed with a touch of the poet.”
  sidney offit, curator emeritus, 

George Polk Journalism Awards, and president,  
Authors Guild Foundation

robert kipniss, painter and printmaker, has had over 
200 one-man shows since his first in New York in 1951. 
He is represented in the permanent collections of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Whitney Museum of 
American Art, Los Angeles County Museum of Art,  
New Orleans Museum of Art, British Museum, 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, and Pinakothek Moderne, 
Munich, among others. He was elected to the National 
Academy of Design in 1980, and to the Royal Society of 
Painter-Printmakers, London, in 1998. He lives in New York 
and Connecticut.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Georgia O’Keeffe
A Life
ROXANA 
ROBI NSON
Paper, $26.95 
978-0-87451-906-8

also of interest
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Art Schooled
A Year among Prodigies, Rebels, and 
Visionaries at a World-Class Art College
larry witham

One year in the life of the students, teachers,  
and artists at one of the nation’s oldest and  
most prestigious art colleges

What does it mean to be an artist at a time when the 
art world is becoming increasingly fragmented and 
disconnected—when the most highly valued art objects 
are seemingly the most abstruse, visually vexing, and 
conceptually difficult, or may not be physical objects  
at all? How does the art of today connect with the art of  
the past? These questions and more inform and enliven  
the pages of Art Schooled.

In this fascinating chronicle Larry Witham takes 
readers inside the history, culture, economics, teaching, 
technique, and competition of one of the oldest and most 
prestigious art colleges in the country, the Maryland 
Institute College of Art in Baltimore. With rare, privileged 
access to the personal and professional lives of students, 
faculty, administrators, and visiting artists, Art Schooled 
shows us how young artists develop their talent and  
vision, learn the ins and outs of the art world, and come  
to proudly define themselves as artists, even as theory  
and technology conspire to declare that art as we once  
knew it is utterly changed.

“Set over a year in the world of art school students, from 
entering freshmen to the graduation show, this is a great 
read for anyone who wants insights into how artists get to 
be artists.”
  don thompson, author of The $12 Million Stuffed 

Shark: The Curious Economics of Contemporary Art

larry witham is a veteran journalist and is the author 
of twelve books, including Where Darwin Meets the Bible: 
Creationists and Evolutionists in America and Marketplace 
of the Gods: How Economics Explains Religion.

January
344 pp., 31 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $27.95 
978-1-61168-007-2

art / education

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Art Museums 
PLUS
Cultural Excursions 
in New England
TR AUTE M . 
M ARSHALL

Paper, $24.95 
978-1-58465-621-0

also of interest
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Cruel and Unusual
The American Death Penalty and the Founders’ 
Eighth Amendment
john d. bessler

A history of the Eighth Amendment and the Founders’ 
views of capital punishment, and a passionate call  
for the abolition of the death penalty based on the 
notion of cruel and unusual punishment

The conventional wisdom is that the Founders were 
avid death penalty supporters. In his new book, law 
professor John D. Bessler exposes that myth and shows 
the Founders’ conflicting and ambivalent views on capital 
punishment. He takes the reader back in time to show 
how the indiscriminate use of executions gave way to a 
more enlightened approach—one that has been evolving 
ever since. He explores the influence of Cesare Beccaria’s 
influential essay, On Crimes and Punishments, on the 
Founders’ views, and the transformative properties of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, which made the Bill of Rights 
applicable to the states, and he sheds important new light 
on the U.S. Constitution’s “cruel and unusual punishments” 
clause. After critiquing the U.S. Supreme Court’s existing 
case law, the author argues that America’s death penalty— 
a vestige of a bygone era in which ear cropping and other 
corporal punishments were once thought acceptable—
should be declared unconstitutional.

“A searing indictment of capital punishment, this pioneering 
history of the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause is 
destined to reframe America’s death penalty debate . . . a 
must-read.”
  sister helen prejean, author of Dead Man 

Walking and The Death of Innocents

john d. bessler is an associate professor at the University 
of Baltimore School of Law and an adjunct professor at  
the Georgetown University Law Center.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

The Bitter Fruit of 
American Justice
International and 
Domestic Resistance 
to the Death Penalty
ALAN W. CLARKE AN D 
LAU RELYN WH ITT

Cloth, $40.00 s 
978-1-55553-682-4

also of interest

Northeastern University Press
January
464 pp., 9 illus., 6B/i x 9W"
Cloth, $39.95 
978-1-55553-716-6

constitutional law /  
capital punishment
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Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll, 
and Musicals
scott miller

An informed and entertaining  
look at alternative musicals

Scott Miller once again shares his passion for and 
knowledge of musical theater in this endlessly entertaining 
and informative look at how musicals have both reflected 
and adapted to America’s changing mores. Specifically, 
Miller casts his eye on the triumvirate of postwar social 
change: sex, drugs, and rock & roll.

Eager to respond to the concerns and tastes of the 
increasingly influential baby-boomer generation, musical 
theater in the late Sixties began to embrace formerly taboo 
subjects. Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll, and Musicals shows how 
American culture has changed over the twentieth century, 
from the Roaring Twenties (The Wild Party) to the cultural 
chaos of the Fifties (Grease) and the sexual revolution of 
the Sixties (Hair) and Seventies (Rocky Horror), to the 
rebirth of the art form in the Nineties (Bat Boy), and up 
to the present, exploring where we’ve been and where  
we might be heading. This is a celebration of the counter-
culture taking center stage in the most American of 
performing arts, and changing it forever.

scott miller is the founder and artistic director of New 
Line Theatre, an alternative musical theater company in  
St. Louis, Missouri, and he has been writing, performing 
in, and directing musicals since 1981. He has written a 
number of books on musical theater, including Strike 
Up the Band, Let the Sun Shine In, Rebels with Applause, 
Deconstructing Harold Hill, and From Assassins to West 
Side Story.

Northeastern University Press
October
296 pp., 6B/i x 9W"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-55553-742-5

Paper, $24.95 
978-1-55553-743-2

theater & performing arts / 
musicals

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Our Musicals, 
Ourselves
A Social History 
of the American 
Musical Theatre
JOH N BUSH JON ES

Paper, $27.95 
978-0-87451-904-4

also of interest
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The Farthest Place
The Music of John Luther Adams
edited by bernd herzogenrath

The first critical anthology of an important  
and singular contemporary composer

The artistic heir of sonic artists such as John Cage and  
James Tenney, John Luther Adams is one of the most 
significant and highly regarded contemporary American 
composers. The Farthest Place is the first critical look at 
the work of the composer whom the New Yorker critic 
Alex Ross has called “one of the most original musical 
thinkers of the new century.”  

While often identified with the Alaska that so inspires 
him, Adams is anything but a regionalist. Though inspired 
by the wild and open nature that surrounds him, “Adams 
does not represent nature through music. He creates tonal 
territories that resonate with nature—immersive listening 
experiences that evoke limitless distance, suspended time, 
deep longing and even transcendence.”
 In addition to the New Yorker piece by Alex Ross, 
and original essays by Kyle Gann and Wilco’s own Glenn 
Kotche, The Farthest Place includes essays by scholars, 
critics, composers, and performers, merging theoretical 
and historical observations, musical and environmental 
questions with analytical discourse and personal 
commentaries on Adams’s music and thought.

bernd herzogenrath is a professor of American studies 
at the Goethe University, Frankfurt. He is the author of 
numerous books, including The Films of Tod Browning 
and An American Body|Politic: A Deleuzian Approach.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

The Sounds  
of Place
Music and the 
American Cultural 
Landscape
DEN ISE VON GLAH N

Paper, $45.00 s 
978-1-55553-709-8

also of interest

Northeastern University Press
January
312 pp., 57 figs., 18 tables, 6B/i x 9W"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-55553-762-3

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-55553-763-0

contemporary music
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Babes in Boyland
A Personal History  
of Co-Education  
in the Ivy League
gina barreca

November
384 pp., 3 illus., 5 x 7V"
Paper, $27.95 
978-1-61168-035-5

reference / poetry

September
168 pp., 15 illus., 5V x 8V"
Paper, $16.95 
978-1-61168-203-8

memoir / humor

now in paperback

From a bestselling 
humorist and writer 
comes a funny and 
provocative account 
of being a female 
undergraduate at 
Dartmouth College in 
its turbulent first years 
of co-education

Gina Barreca entered Dartmouth College in 
1975. From fraternity parties, to dorm rooms, 
to working-class dives, and classrooms, she 
chronicles the delight of her first romance, the 
humiliation of her first C-plus, and her first 
stirrings of feminist consciousness—experiences 
that continue to inspire, haunt, and shape her 
writing, her teaching, and her life.

“A delightful tour of one woman’s college 
experience, seasoned with a consciousness  
of issues of gender and class.”
 Publishers Weekly

gina barreca has appeared on 20/20, 48 Hours, 
NPR, The Today Show, Joy Behar, and Oprah to 
discuss gender, power, politics, and humor. She 
is a professor of English and feminist theory  
at the University of Connecticut.

The Book of Forms
A Handbook of Poetics,  
Including Odd and Invented Forms, 
Revised and Expanded Edition
lewis putnam turco

The well-known 
companion to 
Book of Literary 
Terms and The 
Book of Dialogue, 
this indispensable 
handbook now 
includes a wealth 
of “odd and 
invented” verse 
forms

For decades Lewis Turco’s The Book of Forms 
has been standard in the libraries of writers, 
teachers, scholars, and others who care about 
the craft of poetry. Now Turco has expanded 
and updated “the poet’s bible” once again, this 
time incorporating a collection of “odd and 
invented forms,” which adds many interesting 
ancient and modern prosodies and forms with 
new examples written by contemporary poets 
old and young.

lewis putnam turco is an emeritus 
professor of English, and founding director of 
the Cleveland State University Poetry Center 
and of the Department of Creative Writing at 
the State University of New York College at 
Oswego. He has published original books of 
criticism, drama, fiction, memoirs, reference, 
and twenty-six collections of his poems.
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The Modern Jewish Experience 
in World Cinema
edited by lawrence baron

The first global investigation of Jewish experiences 
in film from a wide spectrum of disciplines

Most people have seen Exodus, Fiddler on the Roof, Yentl, 
and Schindler’s List—well-known films with obvious 
Jewish subjects. But the Jewish experience in film is far 
richer than this. Over the past century, Jewish-themed films 
have emerged from the Americas, Europe, Israel, and North 
Africa. This remarkable anthology brings together 54 new 
and classic essays by 49 scholars in 8 countries to analyze  
the Jewish presence in world cinema.
 Baron surveys the approaches employed to study 
historical films and how they have been applied to Jewish 
cinema. He then moves on to several thematic sections 
containing essays on films grouped by period and region 
or organized around a central event or issue. These include 
European Jewry’s acculturation, responses to oppression 
and belated emancipation; the American Jewish immigrant 
experience; the Zionist experiment; the Holocaust; postwar 
American Jewish life; Jewish international films; and 
contemporary Israeli and American Jewish cinema.  
An appendix offers a listing of alternate films. 

Designed for classroom use, as well as for programming 
at film festivals, JCCs, and synagogues, the volume 
provides teachers and program organizers with flexibility 
to select from a range of movies. It includes chapter-based 
bibliographies of additional readings and links to appropriate 
web resources.

lawrence baron is the Nasatir Chair in Modern Jewish 
History, San Diego State University, and the author of 
Projecting the Holocaust into the Present: The Change  
Focus of Contemporary Holocaust Cinema.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Bridge of Light
Yiddish Film between 
Two Worlds
J. HOBERM AN

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-58465-870-2

also of interest

Brandeis University Press
December
464 pp., 30 illus., 7 x 10"

Unjacketed cloth, $100.00 x 
978-1-61168-208-3

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-199-4

film / jewish studies
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The Men’s Section
Orthodox Jewish Men in an Egalitarian World
elana maryles sztokman

A provocative look at the inner world of Orthodox  
Jewish men who attend partnership synagogues

In this illuminating book, Elana Sztokman investigates 
a fascinating new sociological phenomenon: Orthodox 
Jewish men who connect themselves to egalitarian or  
quasi-egalitarian religious enterprises. She examines the 
men who have enabled these transitions by constituting  
the requisite ten-man prayer quorum of Orthodoxy.  
By participating in “Partnership Minyanim,” these men  
support the reconstruction of both male and female roles 
without leaving the Orthodox religious world.

Sztokman interrogates the ideologies and motivations 
of more than fifty such men in the United States, Israel, 
and Australia. Beginning with the “Orthodox Man Box” 
of conventionally constructed male behavior, she explores 
their struggles to navigate individualism and conformity, 
tradition and change. Setting their experiences in the 
context of gender role construction in traditional and 
contemporary synagogues, she shows how, for example, 
changes in leadership in Parnership Minyanim facilitate 
a fresh approach to liturgical expression, offering the 
possibility of reforming how modern Orthodox Jews  
attend services and pray.

elana maryles sztokman writes on gender issues for 
The Forward, and has taught at the Schechter Institute for 
Jewish Studies and Bar-Ilan University, among others.

Brandeis University Press
November
288 pp., 12 figs., 1 table, 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-078-2

Paper, $29.95 s 
978-1-61168-079-9

jewish studies / sociology

HBI Series on Jewish Women

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Feminism 
Encounters 
Traditional 
Judaism
Resistance and 
Accommodation
TOVA HARTM AN

Paper, $19.95 s 
978-1-58465-659-3

also of interest

Expanding the 
Palace of Torah
Orthodoxy  
and Feminism
TAMAR ROSS

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-58465-390-5
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Dartmouth College Press
December
296 pp., 148 illus., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-047-8

film

Interfaces: Studies in Visual Culture

The Maltese Touch of Evil
Film Noir and Potential Criticism
shannon scott clute  
and richard l. edwards

Part thinking-man’s fan crush, part crazily inspired remix 
of the most beloved of film genres, this book will force 
scholars and film lovers alike to view film noir afresh

Noir is among the most popular, acclaimed, and 
critically assessed film styles of all time. The unfortunate 
consequence is an ever-growing divergence between 
fans and scholars with regard to goals and methods for 
appreciating and studying noir. The Maltese Touch of 
Evil aims to bridge that gap. Based on a series of popular 
podcasts, this unique and deeply informed investigation of 
film noir sets out to examine the case of noir more closely, 
and in the process reconfigures the critical evidence on  
noir that has been presented to date.
 The Maltese Touch of Evil reproduces and re-sequences 
nearly 150 noir screen grabs from 31 great films, laying them 
out with the authors’ informed and entertaining insights 
into the significance of each shot. The result is a de facto 
meta–film noir, a celebration of the genre that shows 
how these films are themselves “constrained” texts whose 
carefully calculated visual forms simultaneously generate 
narrative and critical commentary on that narrative. You 
will never look at film noir the same way again.

shannon scott clute is an independent scholar who 
works for Turner Classic Movies in Atlanta. richard 
l. edwards is an assistant professor of media arts and 
sciences at Indiana University’s School of Informatics  
in Indianapolis.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

The Cinematic 
Mode of 
Production
Attention Economy 
and the Society of 
the Spectacle
JONATHAN BELLER

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-58465-583-1

also of interest

Materializing 
New Media
Embodiment 
in Information 
Aesthetics
ANNA MUNSTER

Paper, $27.95 s 
978-1-58465-558-9
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Stardust Monuments
The Saving and Selling of Hollywood
alison trope

A historical 
analysis of the 
celebration and 
packaging of 
Hollywood

Stardust Monuments sheds light on the 
enduring efforts to memorialize and canonize 
the history and meaning of Hollywood and 
American film culture. In this engaging history, 
Alison Trope explores the tensions between 
art and commerce as they intersect in a range 
of nonprofit and for-profit institutions and 
products. Her insightful narrative moves 
from the establishment of film libraries and 
museums, to the  repeatedly failed attempts to 
open a Hollywood museum, to more successful 
corporate efforts to use Hollywood’s past in 
theme restaurants and parks, to classic movie 
channels, DVD boxed sets, and the plethora 
of web sites devoted to film fandom and 
Hollywood culture.

alison trope is clinical associate professor 
at the Annenberg School for Communication 
& Journalism at the University of Southern 
California.

Dartmouth College Press
January
248 pp., 25 illus., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-045-4

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-046-1

film studies / popular culture

Interfaces: Studies in Visual Culture

Dartmouth College Press
January
336 pp., 32 illus., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-043-0

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-044-7

film, tv, visual culture

Interfaces: Studies in Visual Culture

The Educated Eye
Visual Culture and Pedagogy  
in the Life Sciences
edited by nancy anderson  
and michael r. dietrich

A study of visual 
culture in the 
teaching of the  
life sciences

The creation and processing of visual 
representations in the life sciences is a critical 
but often overlooked aspect of scientific 
pedagogy. The Educated Eye explores 19th and 
20th century cases of visual models, including 
demonstration halls and simulations of 
surgery in virtual reality. From essays on Doc 
Edgerton’s stroboscopic techniques, to the 
Eames’s visualization of scale in Powers of Ten, 
among others, contributors ask how we are 
taught to see the unseen.

nancy anderson is an assistant professor 
of visual studies at the University of Buffalo. 
michael r. dietrich is a professor in 
the Department of Biological Sciences at 
Dartmouth College.
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The Cultured Canvas
New Perspectives on  
American Landscape Painting
edited by nancy siegel

A state-of-the-field collection opening new vistas in the 
study of nineteenth-century American landscapes

Written from aesthetic, sociopolitical, cultural, and literary 
perspectives, The Cultured Canvas explores myriad ways in 
which American visual culture can be evaluated through 
newly conceived thematic and ideological approaches.  
This book moves beyond our accepted notion of the oil 
painting on canvas to consider the term as both a literal  
and figurative surface upon which artists construct or 
construe the landscape as an intellectual, cultural, or 
physical entity. It provides an innovative reevaluation of 
traditional schools of thought concerning the Hudson  
River School, Luminism, and artists of the Civil War era.

The Cultured Canvas serves as a textbook as well 
as to appeal to scholarly and popular audiences. As 
interdisciplinary emphases are employed with increasing 
frequency in arts and humanities courses, the breadth  
and depth of topics covered in this collection will  
provide a much-needed text for college-level courses  
in American art history, nineteenth-century American 
studies, and landscape studies, in addition to serving  
as a complementary textbook for courses in American 
literature and culture.

nancy siegel is an associate professor of art history 
at Towson University and serves as a curatorial advisor  
to the Thomas Cole National Historic Site.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Denman Ross 
and American 
Design Theory
M ARI E FR AN K

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-025-6

also of interest

University of  
New Hampshire Press
November
280 pp., 110 illus. (20 color), 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-197-0

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-198-7

art history / american art

Becoming Modern:  
New Nineteenth-Century Studies
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Edith Wharton and the 
Making of Fashion
katherine joslin

University of New Hampshire Press
September
248 pp., 70 illus. (23 color), 7 x 10" 
Paper, $40.00 s 
978-1-61168-218-2

literary criticism / fashion

Becoming Modern:  
New Nineteenth-Century Studies

University of New Hampshire Press
October
240 pp., 6B/i x 9W"
Paper, $29.95 s 
978-1-58465-863-4

literary criticism / cultural studies /  
new england

Becoming Modern:  
New Nineteenth-Century Studies

Thinking America
New England Intellectuals and the 
Varieties of American Identity
andrew taylor

now in 
paperback

The origins of 
the modern  
fashion industry  
as seen through  
the works of  
Edith Wharton

Edith Wharton and the Making of Fashion 
places the iconic New York figure and her 
writing in the context of fashion history and 
shows how dress lies at the very center of 
her thinking about art and culture. The study 
traces American patronage of the Paris couture 
houses from Worth and Doucet through Poiret 
and Chanel and places Wharton’s characters 
in these establishments and garments to offer 
fresh readings of her well-known novels.

“A unique, interdisciplinary study, Edith 
Wharton and the Making of Fashion offers a 
strong argument for further integration of 
literary and material culture studies, and will 
appeal to historians of various disciplines and 
Wharton aficionados alike.”
 The Magazine Antiques

katherine joslin is a professor of English 
at Western Michigan University. She is the 
author of Jane Addams, a Writer’s Life and Edith 
Wharton (Women Writer’s Series).

In this thoughtful and wide-ranging cultural 
critique, Taylor explores the condition and 
role of the intellectual in nineteenth-century 
New England by examining five writers: 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, 
Margaret Fuller, William James, and George 
Santayana.

“Thinking America is an original and important 
study of the New England intellectual tradition.”
  david m. robinson, Oregon State 

University, author of Emerson and the 
Conduct of Life

andrew taylor is senior lecturer in English 
Literature, School of Literatures, Languages, 
and Cultures, University of Edinburgh.

now in  
paperback

A penetrating literary 
and philosophical 
examination of 
major figures in the 
development of American 
intellectual culture, from 
Emerson to Santayana
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Dirty Whites and Dark Secrets
Sex and Race in Peyton Place
sally hirsh-dickinson

The first full-length scholarly study of Peyton Place, 
Grace Metalious’s classic of New England indiscretion

In a surprise rereading of the scandalous classic, Sally 
Hirsh-Dickinson posits that the controversial reputation 
of Peyton Place resulted from Grace Metalious’s racialized 
representation of sexuality and the racialization of the spaces 
in which the sex takes place—the northern New England 
town in which she sets her story and the homes therein.
 Her main contention is that the novel scandalized the 
nation precisely because of the way in which its sexuality is 
conflated with America’s problematic relationship to race. 
This charge is buttressed by the oft-forgotten detail that the 
fictional Peyton Place was founded by one Samuel Peyton, 
an escaped slave. Hirsh-Dickinson argues that the town’s 
inability to come to terms with its black history informs 
its dysfunctional relationship to sex, power, and justice, 
mirroring America on the eve of the civil rights movement. 
She writes of New England in the larger American 
consciousness, touching on discussions of white studies  
and the racialized lower classes in American fiction. Dirty 
Whites and Dark Secrets is a thought-provoking study of a 
genre classic that will speak to both scholars and students 
about the deeper truths hidden in popular fiction.

sally hirsh-dickinson is an assistant professor of English 
at Rivier College in Nashua, New Hampshire, and is the 
Saturday-morning voice of New Hampshire Public Radio.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Peyton Place
GR ACE METALIOUS

Paper, $17.95 
978-1-55553-400-4

also of interest

Return to 
Peyton Place
GR ACE METALIOUS

Paper, $15.95 
978-1-55553-669-5

University of  
New Hampshire Press
November
240 pp., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-041-6

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-042-3

literary criticism / new england

Revisiting New England
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Re-Framing the Transnational 
Turn in American Studies
edited by winfried fluck, donald e. 
pease, and john carlos rowe

What is the state of American studies 
in the twenty-first century?

This volume is the outcome of a transatlantic conversation 
on the topic “Transnational America,” in which more than 
sixty scholars from universities in the United States and 
Germany gathered to assess the historical significance of 
and examine the academic prospects for the transnational 
turn in American studies. 

The “transnational turn” in American studies has 
brought about the most significant re-imagining of the 
field since its inception. The “transnational” has subsumed 
competing spatial and temporal orientations to the subject 
and has dismantled the foundational tenets and premises 
informing the methodology, periodization, pedagogy,  
and geographical locations of U.S. American studies,  
but transnational American studies scholars have not yet 
provided a coherent portrait of their field. This volume 
constitutes an effort to produce this needed portrait.  
The editors have gathered work from a host of senior and 
up-and-coming Americanists to compile a field-defining 
project that will influence both scholars and students  
of American studies.

winfried fluck is professor and chair of American 
studies at the John F. Kennedy Institute for North  
American Studies, Freie Universität Berlin. donald e. 
pease is professor of English and the Ted & Helen Geisel 
Third Century Professor in the Humanities at Dartmouth 
College. john carlos rowe is USC Associates’ Professor 
of the Humanities and chair of the Department of  
American Studies and Ethnicity at the University  
of Southern California.

Dartmouth College Press
November
400 pp., 25 illus., 6B/i x 9W"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-189-5

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-190-1

american history /  
american studies

Re-Mapping the Transnational: A 
Dartmouth Series in American Studies

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Horizons of 
Enchantment
Essays in the 
American Imaginary
LEN E M . 
JOHAN N ESSEN

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-000-3

also of interest
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Brandeis University Press
December
240 pp., 17 illus., 15 tables, 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-58465-716-3

Paper, $26.00 s 
978-1-58465-717-0

philosophy / jewish studies

The Brandeis Library of Modern Jewish Thought

Many people think of Jews as victims of a 
particular sort of racism, not as active participants 
in the development of racial thinking in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Yet many Jews 
did take up racial discourse and used it to analyze 
Judaism, Jewish history, and the contemporary 
condition of world Jewry. Race discourse 
generated by Jews was in part apologetic, a 
response to racial antisemitism; however, it also 
served other political and ideological needs. 
 Focusing primarily on works written at 
the height of the racial hygiene and eugenics 
movements in Europe and North America, this 
diverse anthology shows how Jewish scholars 
and popular writers in Europe, North America, 
and Palestine developed racial interpretations 
of Judaism and Jewish history, thereby raising 
fascinating and thorny issues about the nature and 
history of racial discourse in Europe and America. 
Designed for class adoption, the volume contains 
annotations and an introduction by the editor.

mitchell b. hart is professor, Department of 
History, and Alexander Grass Chair in Jewish 
Studies at the University of Florida. He is the 
author of The Healthy Jews: The Symbiosis of 
Judaism and Modern Medicine and Social Science 
and the Politics of Modern Jewish Identity.

Jews and Race
Writings on Identity and Difference, 
1880–1940
edited by mitchell b. hart

An anthology 
of writings by 
Jewish thinkers 
on Jews as a race

The Brandeis Library of Modern Jewish Thought
editors: eugene r. sheppard and samuel moyn
sponsored by brandeis university press

Brandeis University Press / University Press of New England

the brandeis library of modern jewish thought aims to redefine the canon of modern 

Jewish thought by publishing primary source readings from individual Jewish thinkers or groups of 

thinkers in reliable English translations. Designed for courses in modern Jewish philosophy, thought, 

and intellectual history, each volume features a general introduction and annotations to each source 

with the instructor and student in mind. 
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Moses Mendelssohn
Writings on Judaism, Christianity,  
and the Bible
edited by michah gottlieb

An English translation of key works, many  
never before translated, by Moses Mendelssohn,  
the founder of modern Jewish philosophy

German Jewish philosopher Moses Mendelssohn  
(1729–1786) is best known in the English-speaking  
world for his Jerusalem (1783), the first attempt to present 
Judaism as a religion compatible with the ideas of the 
Enlightenment. While incorporating much of Jerusalem, 
Michah Gottlieb’s volume seeks to expand knowledge of 
Mendelssohn’s thought by presenting translations of many 
of his other seminal writings from the German or Hebrew 
originals. These writings include essays, commentaries, 
unpublished reflections, and personal letters. 

Part One includes selections from the three major 
controversies of Mendelssohn’s life, all of which involved 
polemical encounters with Christian thinkers. Part Two 
presents selections from Mendelssohn’s writings on the 
Bible. Part Three offers texts that illuminate Mendelssohn’s 
thoughts on a diverse range of religious topics, including 
God’s existence, the immortality of the soul, and miracles. 
Designed for class adoption, the volume contains 
annotations and an introduction by the editor.

michah gottlieb is an assistant professor in the 
Skirball Department of Hebrew and Judaic Studies,  
New York University.

Brandeis University Press
October
288 pp., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-58465-684-5

Paper, $26.00 s 
978-1-58465-685-2

philosophy / jewish studies

Tauber Institute Series for  
the Study of European Jewry

The Brandeis Library of  
Modern Jewish Thought

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Yehuda Amichai
The Making of 
Israel’s National Poet
N I LI  SCHARF GOLD

Cloth, $35.00 
978-1-58465-733-0

also of interest
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The New Jewish Leaders
Reshaping the American Jewish Landscape
edited by jack wertheimer

A riveting study of a generational transition with major 
implications for American Jewish life

By the end of the twentieth century, a new generation of 
leaders had begun to assume positions of influence within 
established organizations. They quickly launched a slew of 
new initiatives directed at their age peers. Born during the 
last quarter of the twentieth century, these leaders came of 
age in a very different America and a different Jewish world 
than earlier generations. Not surprisingly, their worldview 
and understanding of Jewish issues set them apart from 
their elders, as does their approach to organizing. 
 Based upon extensive interviews and survey research, 
as well as an examination of the websites frequented by 
younger Jews and personal observation of their programs, 
The New Jewish Leaders presents a pioneering account of 
the renewal of American Jewish community. This book 
describes how younger Jews organize, relate to collective 
Jewish efforts, and think about current Jewish issues. It 
also offers a glimpse of how they re-envision American 
Jewish communal arrangements. What emerges is a 
riveting study of a generational transition with major 
implications for American Jewish life.

jack wertheimer is the Joseph and Martha Mendelson 
Professor of American Jewish History at the Jewish 
Theological Seminary.  He is author or editor of  
more than a dozen books.

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

The Benderly Boys 
and American 
Jewish Education
JONATHAN B. KR ASN ER

Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-58465-983-9

also of interest

Brandeis University Press
December
376 pp., 27 figs., 45 tables, 6B/i x 9W"
Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-183-3

jewish studies /  
leadership education

Brandeis Series in American Jewish 
History, Culture, and Life
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Jewish Renaissance  
and Revival in America
edited by eitan p. fishbane  
and jonathan d. sarna

An anthology that explores religious and 
social revival in American Judaism in the 
19th century

In the late 1870s, shaken by rapid 
socioeconomic change, internal crises, and 
the rise of antisemitism, young Jews assumed 
leadership, created dozens of organizations, 
and inspired masses of followers. These 
organizations helped define the nineteenth-
century Jewish awakening: cultural and 
religious renewal, and the promotion of Jewish 
education. This volume seeks to broaden our 
understanding of this period, which paved the 
way for new developments in American Jewish 
communal, cultural, and religious life.

eitan p. fishbane is an assistant professor 
of Jewish thought at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary. jonathan d. sarna is Joseph 
H. & Belle R. Braun Professor of American 
Jewish History at Brandeis University and chief 
historian of the National Museum of American 
Jewish History.

Brandeis University Press
November
192 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $29.95 s 
978-1-61168-192-5

jewish studies

Brandeis Series in American Jewish 
History, Culture, and Life

Brandeis University Press
December
216 pp., 122 illus., 8V x 11"
Paper, $35.00 
978-1-61168-219-9

jewish studies / american history

Brandeis Series in American Jewish 
History, Culture, and Life

California Jews
edited by ava f. kahn  
and marc dollinger

Jewish immigrants to California took advantage 
of its physical environment, ethnic diversity, 
and cultural distinctiveness to fashion a form 
of Judaism unique in the American experience. 
California Jews enjoyed unprecedented access 
to political power a generation earlier than their 
New York counterparts. They thrived in the 
multicultural mix, redefining the classic black-
white racial binary by forging relations with a 
variety of religious and ethnic groups in both 
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

ava f. kahn has taught at The University of 
California at Davis and San Francisco State 
University. Her publications include Jews of 
the Pacific Coast: Reinventing Community on 
America's Edge and Jewish Voices of the California 
Gold Rush: A Documentary History 1849–1880. 
marc dollinger teaches at San Francisco 
State University and is the author of Quest 
For Inclusion: Jews and Liberalism in Modern 
America.

now in 
paperback

The first full-length 
presentation of 
Jewish life, history, 
and culture in 
California from  
the Gold Rush to 
the 21st century
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Brandeis University Press
December
328 pp., 12 maps, 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-61168-038-6

Paper, $29.95 s 
978-1-61168-039-3

middle east studies / politics

Israel, Jordan, and Palestine
The Two-State Imperative 
asher susser

An astute assessment of the relationship 
between Israel, Jordan, and the Palestinians, 
with scenarios for the future of Palestinian 
statehood

Since 1921, the Zionist movement, the 
Hashemites, and Palestinian nationalists have 
been vying for regional control. In this book, 
Asher Susser analyzes the evolution of the 
one- and two-state options and explores why 
a two-state solution has failed to materialize. 
He provides an in-depth analysis of Jordan’s 
positions and presents an updated discussion  
of the two-state imperative through the 
initiatives of the Palestinian Authority. Susser 
argues that Israelis, Palestinians, and Jordanians 
have cohesive collective identities that violently 
collide with each other. Because of these 
entrenched differences, a single-state  
solution cannot be achieved.

asher susser is a senior fellow and former 
director of the Moshe Dayan Center for Middle 
Eastern Studies at Tel Aviv University. He is the 
author or editor of eight books on the politics 
of the Middle East.

Brandeis University Press
Available now
360 pp., 20 illus., 6B/i x 9W"
Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-194-9

religion / jewish studies /  
modern jewish history

Tauber Institute Series for the Study 
of European Jewry

Untold Tales of the Hasidim
Crisis and Discontent in  
the History of Hasidism
david assaf

This fascinating volume reveals some of the 
dark, dramatic episodes concealed in the folds 
of the hasidic cloak—shocking events and 
anomalous figures in the history of Hasidism. 
Using tools of detection, Assaf extracts 
historical truth from a variety of sources by 
examining how the same events are treated in 
different memory traditions, whether hasidic, 
maskilic, or modern historical, and tells the 
stories of individuals from the hasidic elites 
who found themselves unable to walk the 
trodden path.

david assaf is professor of modern Jewish 
history at the Department of Jewish History, 
Tel Aviv University. His field of expertise is 
the history and culture of traditional Eastern 
European society, of Hasidism especially.

now in 
paperback

Reveals the untold 
tale of shocking 
events and 
anomalous  
figures in the 
history of  
Hasidism
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The Rise of the Individual 
in 1950s Israel
A Challenge to Collectivism
orit rozin

A provocative history of Israel in the early state 
period that argues for an increase in individualism  
and a decline in the socialist-Zionist spirit

In this sharply argued volume, Orit Rozin shows that 
the conventional account of Israeli society in the 1950s, 
which portrayed the Israeli public as committed to a 
collectivist ideology, is inaccurate. In fact, major sectors 
of Israeli society espoused individualism and rejected the 
state-imposed collectivist ideology. Rozin draws on an 
array of traditional and popular sources to analyze black-
market profiteers and the police officers who chased them, 
politicians and judges, middle-class homemakers, and 
immigrants living in transit camps and rural settlements. 
She also applies anthropological approaches to evaluate 
domestic interiors, food, feeding, and child rearing. 

Part of a refreshing trend in recent Israeli 
historiography to study the voices, emotions, and ideas 
of ordinary people, Rozin’s book provides an important 
corrective to much extant scholarly literature, in Hebrew 
and especially in English, on Israel’s transition to statehood 
and its early years.

orit rozin is a lecturer in the department of Jewish 
History at Tel Aviv University.

Brandeis University Press
December
272 pp., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $85.00 x 
978-1-58465-892-4

Paper, $35.00 s 
978-1-61168-081-2

israel studies

Schusterman Series in Israel Studies

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Israel in the 
Middle East
Documents and 
Readings on 
Society, Politics, 
and Foreign 
Relations, Pre-1948 
to the Present
EDITED BY ITA M AR 
R ABI NOVICH AN D 
J EH U DA REI N HARZ

Paper, $29.95 s 
978-0-87451-962-4

also of interest

Young Tel Aviv
A Tale of Two Cities
ANAT H ELM AN

Cloth, $55.00 s 
978-1-58465-893-1
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The Plan for Perpetual Peace, 
On the Government of  
Poland, and Other Writings  
on History and Politics
jean-jacques rousseau

These abridgments of The Plan for Perpetual 
Peace (published 1761), On the Government 
of Poland (1771–1772), and Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau’s other writings on history and 
politics represent his considerations of 
the practical applications of key principles 
developed in his best-known theoretical 
writings. Rousseau reflects on projects 
for a European union; the possibilities for 
governmental reform for France; international 
relations; and the establishment of 
governments for Poland and Corsica.

now in 
paperback

The Collected 
Writings of  
Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau,  
Volume 11

Dartmouth College Press
July
288 pp., 6B/i x 9W"
Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-61168-034-8

philosophy /  
political science & government

Collected Writings of Rousseau

July
424 pp., 11 illus., 6B/i x 9W"
Paper, $29.95 s 
978-1-61168-031-7

biography / literature

The Remarkable Mrs. Ripley
The Life of Sarah Alden  
Bradford Ripley
joan w. goodwin

now in 
paperback

A biography as 
distinctive as the 
celebrated woman 
scholar it depicts

In this first biography of this remarkable 
woman, Joan W. Goodwin draws on Sarah’s 
letters and the writings of her contemporaries 
to paint as full a picture of a compelling figure 
known until now only as a literary footnote. 
Goodwin reveals the inner drama of a woman’s 
lonely struggle to reconcile the liberal 
Christian worldview with her own increasing 
skepticism, and her traditional domestic role 
with the pursuit of intellectual attainments. 
The author’s skillful presentation of primary 
materials allows Sarah to speak to the reader 
in her own voice, particularly through her 
correspondence with Mary Moody Emerson 
and Abigail Allyn Francis, lending insight into 
the anguish that shaped much of her life.

“[An] affecting portrait of an unsung heroine.”
 Library Journal

joan w. goodwin (1926–2006) was an 
independent scholar who worked for several 
years for the Unitarian Universalist Association.
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The Weir Family, 1820–1920
Expanding the Traditions of American Art
edited by marian wardle

The first major study to examine the artistic output 
of Robert Walter Weir and his two sons, John 
Ferguson Weir and Julian Alden Weir

Much recent scholarship in American art history and 
cultural studies examines cross-cultural exchanges in 
the shaping of American art and culture. This volume 
contributes to this endeavor by exploring, through 
seven scholarly essays, how the transatlantic encounters 
of three of America’s most notable nineteenth-century 
artists helped mold American art.

Robert W. Weir (1803–1889) and his sons John F. 
Weir (1841–1926) and Julian Alden Weir (1852–1919) 
saw themselves as heirs to European art traditions and 
repeatedly crossed the Atlantic to connect with their 
artistic heritage. Yet they lived, painted, and taught in 
New York and New England, where they were leaders 
in American art. Robert taught art at West Point, John 
founded the first academic art program on a U.S. college 
campus at Yale, and Julian was a major American 
Impressionist. Their combined works provide a 
compendium of the painting genres produced in 
Europe and America across an entire century.

marian wardle is curator of American art at Brigham 
Young University Museum of Art and a part-time 
faculty member at BYU in art history.

October
272 pp., 168 illus. (72 color), 8V x 11"
Cloth, $49.95 
978-1-61168-021-8

art history / american art

www.upne.com	 ·	 800.421.1561

Boston Beheld
Antique Town and 
Country Views
D. BRENTON SIMONS

Cloth, $35.00 
978-1-58465-740-8

also of interest
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Hood Museum of Art/UPNE
October
216 pp., 200 color illus., 9V x 12"
Paper, $40.00 s 
978-1-61168-033-1

american art / collection catalog

Native American Art at Dartmouth
Highlights from the Hood Museum of Art
contributions by george p. horse capture, 
joe horse capture, joseph m. sanchez,  
colin g. calloway, and karen s. miller

Fourth in a series of publications presenting the Hood’s 
extensive and varied collections

Native American Art at Dartmouth is the fourth in a series 
of comprehensive exhibitions and catalogues showcasing 
the permanent collection. This fully illustrated catalogue 
features contributions by the show’s guest curators—
George P. Horse Capture, Joe D. Horse Capture, and 
Joseph M. Sanchez—as well as Dartmouth professor 
Colin G. Calloway, Hood assistant curator Karen S. Miller, 
and a number of specialists in the Native American art 
and culture of various regions of the country. The book 
integrates traditional and contemporary art practice, and 
features work by former Dartmouth artists-in-residence 
Allen Houser, Fritz Scholder, T. C. Cannon, and Bob 
Haozous, as well as a newly commissioned series of works 
by Dartmouth graduate Mateo Romero.

Bob Haozous, Chiricahua Apache/Dine (Navajo), 

Apache Pull-toy, 1988, painted steel. Purchased  

through the Joseph B. Obering ’56 Fund; S.989.17.

Artist unknown, Northern Athapaskan (Slavey Dene),  

Hay River, Northwest Territories, Canada, Mukluks, about 

1940, tanned and smoked moose hide, duffle, embroidery 

thread, wolf fur (added at a later date), yarn, and thread. 

Gift of Professor and Mrs. Trevor Lloyd; 59.45.14678.
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Monet’s Water Lilies
An Artist’s Obsession
eric zafran and james h. rubin
foreword by susan l. talbott

A selected overview of Monet’s obsession  
with the water lily subject

In 1883 the painter Claude Monet first rented a house in 
the French town of Giverny. After purchasing the property 
and adjoining land, the artist transformed an existing small 
pond into a water garden with water lilies and a Japanese-
style bridge from which he could observe the flowers. 
From 1895 to 1926, Monet painted more than 250 scenes 
devoted to the water lily theme, which became what he 
himself called “an obsession.” This book explores the 
artist’s devotion to this subject.

The book features two essays and forty illustrations. 
In one essay, Eric Zafran details the development and 
expansion of Monet’s garden, possible inspirations for 
its Japonesque style, and the observations of notable 
writers and photographers pertaining to this late passion 
of Monet. James H. Rubin, in his essay, discusses the 
setting of Monet’s garden within the town of Giverny, 
the evolution of Monet’s painting technique, specifically 
relating to the water lily paintings, and the place of this 
theme in the overall context of Monet’s life and career.

eric m. zafran is the Susan Morse Hilles Curator of 
European Art at the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum  
of Art. james h. rubin is a professor of art history at 
Stony Brook, State University of New York, and has  
written extensively on the subjects of Impressionism  
and French art.

Available now
58 pp., 40 illus. (25 color), 8V x 11X"
Paper, $19.95 s 
978-0-918333-05-6

art / european art

				Wadsworth	Atheneum	Museum of	Art
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July
176 pp., 250 illus., 9V x 12"
Paper, $25.00  
978-0-972449-73-1

american art

The Tides of Provincetown
Pivotal Years in America’s Oldest  
Continuous Art Colony (1899–2011) 
alexander j. noelle
contributions by james r. bakker, stephen 
borkowski, robert bridges, josephine del deo, 
deborah forman, julie heller, elizabeth ives 
hunter, douglas k. s. hyland, christine m. 
mccarthy, and whitney smith

A scholarly exploration of Provincetown’s development 
throughout the twentieth century and its contribution 
to the history of American art, particularly American 
Impressionism, Modernism, and Abstract Expressionism

This exhibition and accompanying catalogue focus on 
Provincetown’s legacy as an art colony, from the period 
of Charles W. Hawthorne’s founding of the Cape Cod 
School of Art in 1899 to the present day. Covering 
more than 100 artists, this is the largest and most 
comprehensive survey of the colony in over forty years. 
The catalogue is divided into nine sections that focus 
on artists and various events associated with the art 
colony, such as Hans Hofmann, the establishment of the 
Tirca Karlis Gallery, and the founding of the Fine Arts 
Work Center. Essays by leading Provincetown scholars 
highlight the narrative of Provincetown’s importance in 
America’s art history. While many artists worked or lived 
in Provincetown for years, others “passed through” the art 
colony. As this catalogue shows, Provincetown’s influence 
extended to many of the great artists of the twentieth 
century, including Avery, Baziotes, de Kooning, Demuth, 
Motherwell, Pollock, Rothko, and Warhol.

alexander j. noelle is Assistant Curator at the New 
Britain Museum of American Art and an alumnus of 
Vassar College. 

				New	Britain	Museum	of	American	Art

Exhibition Schedule:

New Britain Museum of American Art:  
July 15–October 16, 2011

Westmoreland Museum of American Art:  
October 30, 2011–January 15, 2012

Wichita Art Museum:  
February 5–April 29, 2012

Cape Cod Museum of Art:  
May 18–August 26, 2012
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Ceramics in America 2011
edited by robert hunter

A diverse range of essays, new discoveries and  
book reviews on the latest research for interest  
to ceramic scholars

Now in its eleventh year of publication, Ceramics in America 
is considered the journal of record for historical ceramic 
scholarship in the American context.

Included in 2011 edition:

The Chinese Scholar Pattern: Style, Merchant Identity, and  
the English Imagination—sarah fayen scarlett

Digging Up Salem’s Golden Age: Ceramic Use among  
the Merchant Class—george schwartz

Ceramic Treasures among Seventeenth-Century Trash: A 1660s 
Cellar Deposit—al luckenbach and john e. kille

The Stoneware Years of the Thompson Potters of Morgantown, 
West Virginia, 1854–1890—richard duez and don 
horvath with brenda hornsby heindl

Cap-Hole Oyster Jars: A Racial Message In The Mud; or 
Shipping Crassostrea Virginica—ivor noël hume

Plus ten New Discoveries and six new book reviews

“Beautifully produced and edited, Ceramics in America 
is the definitive publication on the subject—and a model  
for scholarship on historical material culture of all kinds.”
  glenn adamson, Deputy Head of Research, 

Victoria and Albert Museum

“With gorgeous illustrations and keen insights from leading 
ceramic historians, collectors, and archaeological colleagues, 
Ceramics in America is truly the sort of treasure that 
archaeologists seek.”
  mary c. beaudry, Department of Archaeology, 

Boston University

robert hunter is a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries 
of London and an archaeologist and ceramic historian 
living in Williamsburg, Virginia. 

October
300 pp., 658 illus. (620 color), 8V x 11"
Cloth, $65.00 s 
978-0-9767344-8-2

ceramics / decorative arts & 
material culture

Ceramics in America Annual

			Chipstone	Foundation

Ceramics in 
America 2009
EDITED BY ROBERT 
H U NTER AN D LU KE 
BECKERDITE

Cloth, $65.00 s 
978-0-9767344-4-4

also of interest

Ceramics in 
America 2010
EDITED BY ROBERT 
HUNTER AND LUKE 
BECKERDITE

Cloth, $65.00 s 
978-0-9767344-6-8
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December
256 pp., 26 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $29.95 
978-1-61168-207-6

vermont / history

Philip Hoff
How Red Turned Blue in the  
Green Mountain State
samuel b. hand, anthony marro,  
and stephen c. terry

The story of the man who helped shape Vermont’s 
modern political landscape when he became the state’s 
first Democratic governor in more than a century

During Philip Hoff ’s six years as governor (1963–1969), 
the politics, demographics, economics, and government 
structure of Vermont changed in major and long-lasting 
ways, and a new liberal tradition took hold. This is the 
story of one of the most exciting and important periods  
in Vermont history, and of the man most responsible  
for shaping it.

samuel b. hand is professor emeritus of history at the 
University of Vermont. anthony marro and stephen 
c. terry both covered Hoff as reporters for Vermont 
newspapers. Terry later became a U.S. Senate aide, 
managing editor of the Rutland (Vt.) Herald, and a 
utility executive. Marro was editor of Newsday from 
1987 until 2003.

				Castleton	State	College
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A Killer of Lions
A Novel Based on the Heroic Deeds  
of the Tuskegee Airmen
stan weisleder

An inspiring story based on true events about a  
young man from Harlem who overcomes racial  
prejudice to become one of America’s first black  
fighter pilots and helps defeat the Nazis

A Killer of Lions tells the stirring story of “Buddy” A. 
Bowman, Jr., who ignores racial prejudice to heed his 
country’s call to enlist in the armed forces during World 
War II. Against his parents’ wishes, Buddy defies the 
military’s official policy of “Negro inferiority” and 
successfully bucks the system to follow his dream. 
Going from Harlem to the segregated South, he enters 
the Army, advances to flight school, and is eventually 
given assignments over Italy and central Europe. As part 
of the 332nd Fighter Group—four squadrons of black 
pilots—Buddy experiences ultimate glory over the skies 
of Germany fighting the Luftwaffe. On his last mission, 
Buddy is shot down over the Balkans and captured by the 
Nazis, but escapes into the Romanian countryside to join 
up with a band of Partisans, where he has a torrid love 
affair with Mariza. This compellingly authentic story of a 
fledgling aviator’s trials of manhood filled with near death 
episodes is not only certain to satisfy lovers of WWII 
adventure stories , but is also a significant addition to 
the literature on African-American achievement and the 
heroic deeds of the Tuskegee Airmen.

stan weisleder heads his own actuarial consulting firm 
with offices in Las Vegas and Los Angeles and is a Reserve 
Deputy with the LA Sheriff ’s Department (LASD) 
assigned to the Special Victims Bureau as a Detective.   
He is the author of The Trees, among other works of fiction, 
and is currently completing The Easy Way, a novel based 
on his personal experiences with the LASD. 

October
306 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $20.00 
978-1-884092-18-3

fiction & literature

				Chaucer	Press	Books

The Trees
A Novel
STAN WEISLEDER

Paper, $22.95 
978-1-884092-13-8

also of interest

Big Deal at 
Whistle Stop
A Novel
MAURICE L. GIMBEL
Paper, $19.95 
978-1-884092-17-6



UPNE Welcomes Tagus Press at UMASS Dartmouth

tagus press is the publishing arm of the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth Center for 

Portuguese Studies and Culture, a multidisciplinary international studies and outreach  

division devoted to the language, literatures and cultures of the Portuguese-speaking world.

tagus press at umass dartmouth focuses on four major areas:

adamastor series, named for the mythological character invented by Camões in the Renaissance epic 

the lusiads, is dedicated to publishing both translations of important works of literature from the Portuguese 

language and essays on Lusophone literatures and cultures.

portuguese in the americas series documents the variety and complexity of the Portuguese-American 

experience by publishing works in the social sciences, history and literature.

portuguese literary & cultural studies is a multilingual interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal that 

addresses the literatures and cultures of the diverse communities of the Portuguese-speaking world in terms of 

critical and theoretical approaches. 

portuguese-language textbook series publishes textbooks for university-level language courses.

Some publications of Tagus Press have been made possible by grants from the Luso-American  

Foundation and the Government of the Autonomous Region of the Azores.

36
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Facts and Fictions of António 
Lobo Antunes
edited by victor k. mendes

António Lobo Antunes is Portugal’s foremost 
living writer, who has been mentioned 
recurrently as a shortlisted candidate for 
the Nobel Prize of Literature. His novels are 
placed at the crossroads of European and 
African colonial and postcolonial experience, 
patriarchal and post-patriarchal family and 
social structures, often revealing tensions 
between modernist and postmodernist fiction. 
As his renowned American translator, Gregory 
Rabassa, has observed, Antunes’s difficult but 
compelling style evokes that of Joyce by way of 
Proust, though it also displays the influence of 
William Faulkner and Louis-Ferdinand Céline.  
This collection presents for the first time in 
English the best literary criticism on Antunes 
of the past three decades, bringing together 
responses to his challenging novels that are 
both insightful and passionate.

victor k. mendes is associate professor of 
Portuguese and graduate program director in 
Luso-Afro-Brazilian Studies and Theory at the 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth.

A collection of 
provocative and 
insightful essays 
by leading scholars 
on Portugal’s 
foremost living 
novelist, António 
Lobo Antunes

August
537 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-933227-12-2

literary criticism / luso-brazilian studies

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

October
500 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $39.95 s 
978-1-933227-17-7

literary criticism/ luso-brazilian studies

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

Garrett’s Travels Revisited
edited by victor k. mendes  
and valéria m. souza

In Travels in My Homeland (1846), Almeida 
Garrett—the most prominent figure of 
Portuguese Romanticism—narrates his 13-day 
trip to Santarém, wittily intermingling personal 
experiences with a sentimental novel. Influenced 
by Laurence Sterne’s Sentimental Journey, Garrett’s 
masterpiece paved the way for great writers  
like Eça de Queirós and Machado de Assis and  
helped foster modern Portuguese prose. The 
present essay collection, the first in English, 
supplies comparative contexts by leading scholars 
that illuminate topics such as narrative technique, 
gender relations, women and nationalism, literary 
hypertext, travel writing and visual culture, 
literature and music, and Romantic fiction  
and classical literature.

victor k. mendes is associate professor of 
Portuguese at the University of Massachusetts 
Dartmouth. valéria m. souza is a PhD 
candidate in Portuguese at UMass Dartmouth 
and a lecturer at UMass Boston.

An interdisciplinary 
collection of essays 
re-examining the 
most celebrated 
work of Portuguese 
Romanticism, 
Travels in My 
Homeland (1846), 
by Almeida Garrett
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Move Over, Scopes and Other 
Writings
julian silva

Move Over, Scopes and Other Writings both 
extends Julian Silva’s richly-textured portrait 
of Portuguese-American community life in his 
narrative diptych, Distant Music, and enlarges 
it to include subjects as varied as backbiting 
London theatre has-beens (“The Waxworks 
Show”) and recollections of a Japanese-
American babysitter interned following Pearl 
Harbor (“Kimi”). “Move Over, Scopes,” 
however, does it all, as Henry Ramos attempts 
to mollify fellow Portuguese-American 
Catholics—led by his own wife Louise—
outraged over Estelle Dobson teaching 
Darwin’s theory of evolution. Twists and turns 
include machinations of a hotly contested 
School Board election and the need to resist 
Miss Dobson’s seductive appeal. At a time when 
Creationism may be making a come-back, 
“Move Over, Scopes” could not be more timely.

julian silva is the author of the novel 
The Gunnysack Castle. His short fiction has 
appeared in Writer’s Forum, Kansas Quarterly, 
Cosmopolitan. He lives in San Francisco.

Richly-textured 
narratives of 
Portuguese-
American life, 
mixing culture 
politics with  
arch playfulness

July
240 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $19.95 
978-1-933227-33-7

fiction / portuguese american 
literature

Portuguese in the Americas Series

Available now
192 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $24.95 s 
978-1-933227-31-3

anthropology / ethnic studies / 
american history

Portuguese in the Americas Series

Azorean Identity in Brazil 
and the United States
Arguments about History, Culture, 
and Transnational Connections
joão leal
edited by andrea klimt

An intriguing 
comparison of 
identity formation 
among Portuguese 
immigrants 
from the Azores 
Islands and their 
descendants in 
Brazil and the U.S.

This comparative investigation of Azorean 
identity formation in southern Brazil and 
southeastern New England explores how 
immigrants and their descendants actively 
create local, national, and transnational 
connections and discourses of belonging. 
These two outposts of the Azorean diaspora 
have very different settlement histories and 
the surprise of this book is that, despite these 
very different immigration histories, the 
collective interest in Azorean culture and 
public manifestations of Azoreanness are 
quite prominent in both places. 

joão leal, associate professor of 
Anthropology at the New University of 
Lisbon, has written extensively on Portuguese 
culture and history.  
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The Correspondence 
of Fradique Mendes
A Novel 
josé maria eça de queirós
translated by gregory rabassa

A bright, witty excursion through the fictional letters 
of a turn-of-century dandy who hilariously edifies, 
entertains, infuriates, and endears

The Correspondence of Fradique Mendes—ostensibly 
letters, with arch introduction—actually ranges widely 
and revels in many forms of discourse. In this singular 
work originally published in 1900, one finds meditations, 
dialogues, observations, grand shifts in tone, occulted 
ironies, pastiches, lampoons, and an underlying hilarity 
throughout.  Readers will be reminded of Ishmael’s 
lofty digressions, of Ivan Karamazov’s dialogues with 
his imaginary devil, of Flaubert’s stylistic virtuosity, of 
Gogol’s quiet comedy—and more.  Fradique, at one point, 
disingenuously tells us he will never write a book because 
no language is capable of representing the real significance 
of anything. But Fradique’s letters go on to offer us nearly 
everything, and they presciently anticipate much of what is 
rightly celebrated in the best of post-modern writing.   
A magnificent novel in a beautiful and deft translation  
that will entertain and delight with wit, intelligence  
and many surprises. 

josé maria eça de queirós (1845–1900) is Portugal’s 
foremost author of the nineteenth century and its most 
celebrated novelist before José Saramago. gregory 
rabassa is the preeminent translator from the Spanish 
and Portuguese.

August
146 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $19.95 
978-1-933227-32-0

fiction classics / portuguese 
literature

Adamastor Series
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Paper, $24.95 • 978-1-933227-28-3
whaling

Portuguese in the Americas Series

donald warrin specializes in the history 
and literature of Portuguese and Cape Verdean 
immigrants in the United States at the Regional 
Oral History Office, The Bancroft Library, 
University of California, Berkeley.

Fascinating history  
of the American 
whaling industry 
highlighting the role 
of its Portuguese 
(and Cape Verdean) 
participants

Tony
A New England Boyhood
charles reis felix

Paper, $19.95 • 978-1-933227-24-5
fiction / portuguese american literature

Portuguese in the Americas Series

charles reis felix is the author of the 
bestselling WWII memoir Crossing the Sauer 
and the novel Da Gama, Cary Grant, and the 
Election of 1934. He is from New Bedford, MA.

A riveting 
autobiographical 
novel about Tony 
Alfama's boyhood 
adventures growing 
up in the industrial 
city of Gaw  
(New Bedford)

Paper, $24.95 • 978-1-933227-23-8
fiction / portuguese american literature / mystery

Portuguese in the Americas Series

The Undiscovered Island
darrell kastin

darrell kastin’s maternal ancestors came 
from the Azores, settling in the United States 
at the end of World War II. His short fiction 
has appeared in The Seattle Review, The 
Crescent Review, The Blue Mesa Review and 
elsewhere.

Winner of the 2010 
IPPY Award for Adult 
Multicultural Fiction

Set in the Azores, 
this lyrical narrative 
interweaves detective 
fiction with history, 
myth and an epic quest 
for cultural identity

Paper, $29.95 s • 978-1-933227-27-6
immigration / sociology

Portuguese in the Americas Series

Community, Culture and  
the Makings of Identity
Portuguese-Americans along the  
Eastern Seaboard
edited by kimberly dacosta holton  
and andrea klimt 

kimberly dacosta holton is associate professor 
in Anthropology at Rutgers University. andrea 
klimt is associate professor in Anthropology at 
UMass Dartmouth.

Twenty groundbreaking 
essays on migration, 
citizenship, and  
ethnic and racial  
identity

So Ends This Day
The Portuguese in American Whaling,  
1765–1927
donald warrin
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Paper, $24.95 s • 978-1-933227-13-9
african studies / colonialism & post-colonialism

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

Remembering Angola
edited by phillip rothwell

phillip rothwell is professor of 
Portuguese at Rutgers University and author 
of A Postmodern Nationalist: Truth, Orality 
and Gender in the Work of Mia Couto.

This essay collection 
celebrates the nation’s 
cultural and historical 
richness while 
assessing unblinkingly 
its daunting problems 
and challenges

Paper, $24.95 • 978-1-933227-10-8
literary criticism / latin american studies

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

The Author as Plagiarist—The Case of 
Machado de Assis
edited by joão cezar de castro rocha

joão cezar de castro rocha is professor of 
Comparative Literature at the Universidade  
do Estado do Rio de Janeiro and the author or 
editor of over twenty books.

Thirty-six essays on 
Brazil’s foremost 
novelist, including 
contributions from  
José Saramago, Hans 
Ulrich Gumbrecht,  
and Antonio Candido 

				Wesleyan	University	Press				Wesleyan	University	Press				Wesleyan	University	Press				Tagus	Press	at	UMASS	Dartmouth

Paper, $24.95 • 978-1-933227-04-7
literary criticism / luso-brazilian studies

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

On Saramago
edited by anna m. klobucka

anna m. klobucka, professor of Portuguese 
at UMass Dartmouth, is author or editor of 
several books, including The Portuguese Nun: 
Formation of a National Myth.

A collection of 
essays on the 1998 
Nobel Laureate for 
Literature, with 
contributions from 
Harold Bloom and 
Saramago himself 
(short story)

Paper, $24.95 s • 978-1-933227-06-1
literary criticism / luso-brazilian studies

Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

Post-Imperial Camões
edited by joão ricardo figueiredo

joão ricardo figueiredo is assistant 
professor of Portuguese and Italian 
Renaissance Literature at the University 
of Lisbon.

Rich collection of 
essays on Portugal’s 
great Renaissance 
poet, including 
contributions from 
Helen Vendler, 
Michael Murrin, and 
Lawrence Lipking
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Cloth, $24.95 s • 978-1-933227-26-9
poetry

Adamastor Series

Sonnets and Other Poems
luís de camões
translated by richard zenith

luís de camões (1524?-1580) is the most 
celebrated poet of the Portuguese language. 
richard zenith is a poet and an award-
winning translator of Portuguese verse  
into English.

The first bilingual 
edition in 
English to offer 
a cross-section 
of lyric poetry by 
Portugal’s great 
Renaissance poet

Paper, $29.95 s • 978-1-933227-29-0
literary criticism / luso-brazilian studies

Adamastor Series

The Traveling Eye
Retrospection, Vision, and Prophecy  
in the Portuguese Renaissance
fernando gil and helder macedo

fernando gil (1937–2006) was directeur 
d’Études at the École des Hautes Études 
en Sciences Sociales. helder macedo is 
professor emeritus at King’s College, and 
founding editor of Portuguese Studies.

Essays on how 
Portuguese 
Renaissance literature 
rendered the new, 
the encounter 
with difference, 
that resulted from 
maritime voyages 
and expansion

Paper, $19.95 s • 978-1-933227-30-6
religion / baroque / luso-brazilian studies

Adamastor Series

The Sermon of Saint Anthony  
to the Fish and Other Texts
antónio vieira

antónio vieira(1608-1697), Jesuit 
missionary, orator, diplomat, and master of 
classical Portuguese prose who played an active 
role in both Portuguese and Brazilian history.  

The first collection 
of writings in 
English from the 
most important 
Brazilian and 
Portuguese writer of 
the Baroque period, 
with translation by 
Gregory Rabassa

Paper, $19.95 s • 978-0-9722561-1-7
literary criticism / luso-brazilian studies

Adamastor Series

Chaos and Splendor & Other Essays
eduardo lourenço
edited by carlos veloso

eduardo lourenço, the preeminent critic of 
Fernando Pessoa, received the Charles Veillon 
European Essay Prize (1998) and the Camões 
Prize (1996). carlos veloso is lecturer in 
Portuguese at New York University.

The first collection 
of essays to appear 
in English by 
Portugal’s most 
influential literary 
and cultural critic
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Tickle Your Catastrophe!
Imagining Catastrophe in Art,  
Architecture and Philosophy
edited by frederik le roy, nele 
wynants, dominiek hoens, and 
robrecht vanderbeeken

A collection of essays that takes stock of the current 
impact of the image and imagination of the 
catastrophe in art, science and philosophy

Whereas the twentieth century was dominated by political 
extremism and (coping with) trauma, it is the fear of the 
inevitable and complete catastrophe that reigns at the 
beginning of a new century. Although worst-case scenarios 
have always been part of the modern cultural identity, 
the impending depletion of the world’s oil resources, 
the devastating effects of climate change (both current 
and future), international terrorism, and the sudden 
breakdown of the financial markets have made catastrophe 
into a notion crucial to understanding our relationship 
with our time today. 

This volume collects some of the most inspiring 
thoughts and lectures of the conference TICKLE 
YOUR CATASTROPHE! and reflects the versatile and 
interdisciplinary approach of this meeting. The first chapter, 
entitled Ruin Value, addresses the motif of the ruin in 
visual art and urban planning. The second section, State of 
Emergency, clusters texts on catastrophism in philosophy. 
The contributions of Media Disaster focus on how the 
image of the catastrophe is mediated and mediatized as 
multimedia spectacles. The closing section, Worst Case 
Scenario, considers the method of scenario thinking in art, 
politics, military and urban planning.

Contributors include: Lieven De Cauter, Dirk De Meyer, 
Nicolas de Oliveira & Nicola Oxley, Pedro Gadanho, Vlad 
Ionescu, Thijs Lijster, Naeem Mohaiemen, Dany Nobus, 
Eli Noë, Johan Pas, Patrick Primavesi, Christian Salewski, 
and Susan Schuppli.

Available now
216 pp., 67 illus. (17 color), 6 x 9V"
Paper, $35.00 s 
978-90-382-1722-2

art history / philosophy

Studies in Performing Arts and Media

				Wesleyan	University	Press				Academia	Press
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Available now
288 pp., 15 illus., 5 x 7V"
Cloth, $29.95 
978-0-9829155-1-6

arctic studies

Voices and Images of Nunavimmiut
Volume 2: Way of Life
foreword by alec gordon

A unique opportunity to hear the  
authentic voices of a world in change

Second in the series based on articles originally published 
in the periodicals of Makivik Corporation beginning in 
1974 with Taqralik Magazine and continuing through the 
current Makivik Magazine. 
 The Makivik Corporation is the legal representative 
of Quebec’s Inuit people, established in 1978 under the 
terms of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, 
the agreement that established the institutions of 
Nunavik. As such, it is the heir of the Northern Quebec 
Inuit Association which signed the agreement with 
the governments of Quebec and Canada. Its principal 
responsibility is the administration of Inuit lands. It 
also has a mandate to promote the economic and social 
development of Inuit society in Nunavik. The Makivik 
Corporation is empowered to negotiate new agreements 
with governments on behalf of the Quebec Inuit and 
to represent them. Makivik promotes the preservation 
of Inuit culture and language as well as the health, 
welfare, education and relief of poverty for Inuit in their 
communities.
 Beginning with the spoken word and tracing its 
evolution through the modernizing culture surrounding 
it, the people of Nunavik continue making themselves 
heard as the only true representatives for their needs 
and aspirations in the face of economic, cultural and 
environmental changes.

alec gordon, one of the earliest editors of the magazine, 
continues to represent the Inuit of Nunavik as co-host of 
a daily news and current events program on CBC Radio 
North called “Tuttavik.”

				International	Polar	Institute

Voices and 
Images of 
Nunavimmiut
Volume I: Stories 
and Tales
EDITED BY GEORGE 
BERTH E AN D 
MI N N I E GREY

Cloth, $29.95 
978-0-9821703-5-9

also of interest
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Breaking and Entering
A Novel
eileen pollack

January
386 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $18.95 
978-1-935536-12-3

fiction & literature

“America is a lot 
more countries 
than she thought 
it was. And even 
within those 
countries, there 
are other, smaller 
countries . . . ”

Set against the Oklahoma City bombings, 
Breaking and Entering follows Christian/
Jewish couple Louise and Richard Shapiro as 
they move from California to rural Michigan 
with their daughter in an attempt to save their 
marriage. Pollack challenges the stereotypes we 
hold about our fellow Americans, reminding  
us of the unexpected bonds that can form 
across the divide between so-called Red  
and Blue states. 

“A very real accomplishment—an admirable, 
serious, and important novel of ideas that  
does not neglect characters.”

antonya nelson

Award-winning novelist eileen pollack is the 
Zell Director of the University of Michigan’s 
MFA in Creative Writing Program.

October
100 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-935536-17-8

poetry

Of Gods & Strangers
tina chang

“A dangerous 
thunder,  
living is.”

A meditation on history and the imagination 
that bears witness to acts of genocide and 
natural disasters, Of Gods & Strangers 
interweaves lyrical, arresting accounts of our 
contemporary world with stories of “Empress 
Dowager” Tzu Hsi, last empress of China 
(1861–1908). An urgent reminder that poetry 
can offer us a social consciousness, Of Gods & 
Strangers deftly traces the human dimensions 
of the “great modern machine,” looking to 
recover “a future shining from the void.”

“Of Gods & Strangers is haunted, intoxicating, 
and revelatory—the voice, ‘neither evil nor 
kind’ is ferociously alive.”
 marie howe

tina chang teaches at Sarah Lawrence 
College and serves as Brooklyn Poet Laureate.
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Bad Daughter
sarah gorham

“It is true when 
a girl sinks, her  
hair spreads like  
a flower / across 
water”

Bad Daughter explores misbehavior—its risky 
pleasures and often tragic consequences—
through poems about “bad” daughters, sisters, 
and their mothers. What happens to the sister 
who obeys, or refuses her inheritance? What 
sanctuary and what limits do worship and 
domesticity provide? Gorham adopts several 
forms—‘morality tales,’ ironic prayers, scaled-
down sonnets—to show that the self as forged 
by generations of women is both subversive 
and enduring.

“Gorham’s poems are remarkable for their 
sureness of touch, their fine economies, their 
penetrating aptitude for surprise.”
 linda gregerson

Award-winning poet sarah gorham has 
published three previous collections. She is the 
director of Sarabande Books in Louisville.

October
80 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-935536-16-1

poetry

October
72 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-935536-15-4

poetry

Black Blossoms
rigoberto gonzález

“What is / misery 
now that the last 
spring / you will 
ever know  
has already  
been forgotten?”

A follow-up to González’s Other Fugitives 
and Other Strangers, Black Blossoms offers an 
exploration into the private lives of working 
class women of color and their difficult 
journeys. In surreal fairytales and magical 
biographies, Black Blossoms travels the U.S. 
and abroad, interweaving sex, death and 
violence: the tragedies of loving and losing.

“Black Blossoms taps into the waters of Lethe, as 
a bower uniting desire and mortality, history 
and the present, in tones alternately rapturous 
and threnodial. González alights on the darkest 
and most alluring flowers.”
 d. a. powell

rigoberto gonzález is the author of two 
previous collections. He teaches at Rutgers 
University.
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Bear, Diamonds and Crane
claire kageyama-
ramakrishnan

“Out of the 
deepest / wound, 
a new bloom.”

Bear, Diamonds and Crane depicts the struggles 
of the Sansei—grandchildren of Japanese 
immigrants—with drugs, body image, family 
lore, neighborhood racism. In villanelles, haiku, 
and lyric poems collaged from family letters, 
Kageyama-Ramakrishnan recounts her family’s 

“Forgotten Names,” elegizes her mother who 
died of cancer, and reflects on the internment 
of Japanese-Americans in Manzanar during 
World War II. These poems look to the yonsei 
(fourth generation) to transform “the wound” 
that “resists erasure and cultural amnesia.”

“Recounting a history both shared and deeply 
personal, this collection spans generations, 
mourning the inevitable loss of one and 
welcoming another.”
 blas falconer

claire kageyama-ramakrishnan, author 
of Shadow Mountain, lives and teaches in 
Houston, Texas.

October
104 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-935536-13-0

poetry

October
72 pp., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-935536-14-7

poetry

Train Dance
jonathan wells

“I could / Carry 
myself like a tune / 
Into the chorus  
of the city.”

Train Dance adopts the rhythms of the train 
commute between the suburbs and New York 
City as a motif to show how memories and 
events recur during a life. Reflecting poetry’s 
place amid the urban variety, Wells links a 
series of journeys through which a son comes 
to understand his mother’s death, the train’s 
purpose, and how writing engraves events in 
the memory, turning them into locations to 
which one returns, like stations.

“Trains both real and ghostly populate the  
city that pulses through the exquisite  
poems of this collection, a city actual  
and dreamscape both.”
 david st. john

jonathan wells works as an editor in 
New York.
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Making the News,  
Taking the News
From NBC to the Ford White House
ron nessen

Veteran reporter 
and Washington 
insider reflects 
on personal 
experiences and 
public events  
in the tumultuous 
1960s and 1970s

Ron Nessen enjoyed an extraordinary career 
covering the major national events of the 1960s 
and 1970s for NBC News, and later serving as 
White House press secretary to President Gerald 
R. Ford. Here he remembers the events and 
personalities that dominated national politics 
during those years, providing a vivid illustration 
of the life of an on-the-road reporter and a 
valuable eyewitness account of events that shaped 
and altered America during two critical decades.

“Ron Nessen’s story is a riveting and candid 
firsthand account of the personal and political 
dynamics inside the Ford White House and 
the personal challenges of covering the war in 
Vietnam.”
  lester crystal, former executive 

producer of the PBS NewsHour

ron nessen is the journalist-in-residence at 
the Brookings Institution. He lives in Bethesda, 
Maryland.

September
272 pp., 37 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $27.95 
978-0-8195-7156-4

memoir / politics

September
336 pp., 63 illus. (16 color), 7 x 10" 
Cloth, $37.00 
978-0-8195-7114-4

biography / dance / african-american studies

Night’s Dancer
The Life of Janet Collins
yaël tamar lewin

Dancer Janet Collins (1917–2003) soared high 
over the color line as the first African-American 
prima ballerina at the Metropolitan Opera. Night’s 
Dancer chronicles the life of this extraordinary 
and elusive woman who endured racial bias, but 
transformed the way black dancers were viewed 
in ballet and solo performance. The book begins 
with an unfinished memoir written by Collins, 
and dance scholar Yaël Lewin continues the story, 
drawing on extensive research and interviews 
with Collins and her family, friends, and 
colleagues. What results is a profoundly moving 
portrait of an artist with indomitable spirit.

“Blessed with the extraordinary gifts for painting 
and dance, Janet Collins’ journey is inspirational. 
History should recognize her as one of its 
pioneers. She was truly one of earth’s angels.”

  arthur Mitchell, cofounder of the 
Dance Theatre of Harlem

yaël tamar lewin is a writer and dancer living 
in New York City.

Biography of the 
first black prima 
ballerina
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Paul on Mazursky
sam wasson
foreword by mel brooks

August
344 pp., 35 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $35.00 
978-0-8195-7143-4

film / directors / interviews

Wesleyan Film

October
256 pp., 35 illus., 7 x 10" 
Cloth, $30.00 
978-0-8195-6952-3

acting / performing arts / interviews

The Actor Within
Intimate Conversations with Great Actors
photographs and text  
by rose eichenbaum

Conversations 
with one of 
America’s  
funniest  
filmmakers

Paul Mazursky’s films represent Hollywood’s 
most sustained comic expression of the 1970s 
and 1980s. They include Bob & Carol & Ted 
& Alice, An Unmarried Woman, and Enemies, A 
Love Story. In the first book-length examination 
of one of America’s most important and least 
appreciated filmmakers, Sam Wasson sits down 
with Mazursky himself to eat, laugh, and talk 
movies. One film at a time, interviewer and 
interviewee delve into how the director works 
with actors, his writing process, his admiration  
of Fellini, and the state of Hollywood today, 
among other things. Includes a filmography  
and never-before-seen photos.

“Paul Mazursky is one of the great writer-
directors of cinema. His work is closer to that of 
a novelist than a movie director. His complicated, 
conflicted, and comedic characters are some of 
that decade’s finest.”

quentin tarantino

sam wasson is the author of A Splurch in the 
Kisser and the New York Times-bestseller Fifth 
Avenue, 5AM. mel brooks is a writer, director, 
actor, and composer.

Revealing portraits 
of some of the 
most beloved 
actors in America

The Actor Within delves into the lives of 
thirty-five celebrated actors through intimate 
conversations and photographic portraits. The 
work provides extraordinary insights from 
seasoned veterans on the craft of acting with 
discussions of process, techniques, tools of the 
trade, and how to advice for aspiring actors. For 
the artists featured in this work, acting is more 
than a profession; it is how they make their 
way in the world and artfully merge their inner 
sense of humanness with universal truths.
 Includes interviews with Ellen Burstyn, 
Stockard Channing, Charles Durning, Elliott 
Gould, Marcia Gay Harden, Ed Harris, Piper 
Laurie, William H. Macy, Karl Malden, Marlee 
Matlin, Joe Mantegna, Amanda Plummer, Bill 
Pullman, Julia Stiles, Debra Winger, Elijah 
Wood, and many others.

rose eichenbaum is an award-winning 
photographer and the author of The Dancer 
Within. She lives in Encino, California. 
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Silence
Lectures and Writings
john cage
new foreword by kyle gann

October
280 pp., 7 x 8W"
Cloth, $30.00 
978-0-8195-7176-2

music / literary criticism / art

November
160 pp., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $24.95 
978-0-8195-6956-1

poetry

Wesleyan Poetry

Songs and Stories  
of the Ghouls
alice notley

Silence, John Cage’s first book and epic 
masterpiece, was published in October 1961. In 
these lectures, scores, and writings, Cage tries 
to find a way of writing that comes from ideas, 
is not about them, but that produces them. 
Fifty years later comes a beautiful new edition 
with a foreword by eminent music critic Kyle 
Gann. A landmark book in American arts and 
culture, Silence has been translated into more 
than forty languages and has sold over half a 
million copies worldwide.

john cage (1912–1992) was a pioneer of 
percussion, chance, and electronic music, 
and one of the most influential American 
composers of the twentieth century. He is 
perhaps best known for his 1952 composition 
4'33", the three movements of which are 
performed without a single note being played. 
kyle gann is the author of American Music in 
the 20th Century and No Such Thing as Silence: 
John Cage’s 4'33".

Not for sale in the UK and British Commonwealth

50th 
anniversary 
edition

Special edition 
of the book that 
revolutionized our 
understanding of 
how we make and 
experience art

An epic poem 
of genocide, 
designed to  
create power  
for the dead

Songs and Stories of the Ghouls purports to 
give voices to the victims of genocide—both 
ancient and contemporary—and presence to 
women. “Alice Notley reminds us that wars 
do not only kill people and bring down their 
houses, but destroy also their writings, cultures, 
and civilization. She creates an intricate form of 
writing, balancing song against story, to assert 
her belief in the powers of poetry to seed a 
new culture,” writes Etel Adnan. Notley asserts 
that though her art comes from a tradition as 
broken as Afghanistan’s statuary, there is always 
a culture to pass on to one’s children.

alice notley is the author of many collections 
of poems including Pulitzer Prize-finalist 
Mysteries of Small Houses, and Grave of Light: 
New and Selected Poems. She has won the 
Los Angeles Times Book Award, the Shelley 
Memorial Award, and the Griffin Poetry Prize. 
Notley lives in Paris.

This project is supported in part by an award from the 
National Endowment for the Arts.
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Threshold Songs
peter gizzi

September
88 pp., 6 x 8" 
Cloth, $22.95 
978-0-8195-7174-8

poetry

Wesleyan Poetry

October
160 pp., 12 illus., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $26.95 
978-0-8195-7150-2

essays / poetry / native american studies

Soul Talk, Song Language
Conversations with Joy Harjo
joy harjo and tanaya winderA series of 

private and 
ecstatic 
meditations  
on living  
and dying

Peter Gizzi’s new book, Threshold Songs, is 
his most personal and haunted collection to 
date. The voices in these poems reside at the 
thresholds encountered each day, where we 
negotiate the unfathomable proximities of 
knowing and not knowing, the gulf of seeing 
and feeling, and the uncanny relation of grief 
and joy. Both conceptual and vulnerable, these 
poems explore the asymmetry of the body’s 
chemistry and its effects on expression and 
form. These poems tune us to the microtonal 
music of speaking and being spoken.

“Gizzi’s poems reach persistently for what 
comes to seem like the ghost of the beauty of 
the world.”
  rae armantrout, Poetry Foundation, 

Best Books of 2007

peter gizzi is the author of The Outernationale 
and Some Values of Landscape and Weather. 
He teaches at the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst.

This project is supported in part by an award from the 
National Endowment for the Arts.

Joy Harjo, “poet-healer-philosopher-
saxophonist,” gathers her recent personal 
essays, interviews, and newspaper columns in 
one complete collection. She reflects upon the 
nuances of her art, the importance of her origins, 
the arduous reconstructions of the tribal past, 
and the dramatic confrontation between Native 
American and Anglo civilizations.

“Joy Harjo provides a rare and treasurable 
acoustic: the sound of an artist and woman 
thinking for herself, and for us. Never afraid 
of large questions of purpose and identity. But 
never remiss either in providing beautiful, small 
details of craft and commitment.”
 eavan boland

joy harjo is a poet, performer, writer, and 
musician of the Mvskoke/Creek Nation; she 
lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico. tanaya 
winder is a poet from the Duckwater 
Shoshone/Southern Ute Nation, and is 
pursuing an MFA from the University  
of New Mexico. 

Intimate and 
illuminating 
conversations  
with one of 
America’s  
foremost  
Native artists
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Three Science Fiction Novellas
From Prehistory to the End of Mankind
j.-h. rosny aîné
translated and introduced by  
danièle chatelain and george slusser

January
216 pp., 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $35.00 s 
978-0-8195-6945-5

science fiction / literary criticism - french

Early Classics of Science Fiction

December
312 pp., 11 illus., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $75.00 x 
978-0-8195-7161-8

Paper, $24.95 
978-0-8195-7162-5

music / american history - 19th century

Music / Culture

Listening and Longing
Music Lovers in the  
Age of Barnum
daniel cavicchi

Listening and Longing explores the emergence 
of music listening in the United States from 
the antebellum era to the Gilded Age, when 
genteel critics redefined the cultural value of 
listening to music. Using interconnected stories, 
American studies scholar Daniel Cavicchi 
focuses on the impact of industrialization, 
urbanization, and commercialization in shaping 
practices of music audiences, grounding our 
contemporary culture of listening in its seminal 
historical moment. 

“Impeccably researched, Listening and Longing 
shows us how Jenny Lind was the Lady Gaga  
of her day.”
  holly george-warren, 

coauthor of The Road to Woodstock

daniel cavicchi is an associate professor at 
the Rhode Island School of Design and the 
author of Tramps Like Us: Music and Meaning 
among Springsteen Fans.

An intriguing look 
at music listening 
in nineteenth-
century America

Along with Jules Verne and H.G. Wells, J.-H. 
Rosny aîné was a founding father of science 
fiction. He was the first writer to conceive, and 
attempt to narrate, the workings of aliens and 
alternate life forms. His work has been virtually 
unknown in the English-speaking world, but  
is crucial for our understanding of the genre.  
These novellas are wonderfully imaginative. 

“This edition will take a permanent place on 
the small shelf of books indispensable in 
understanding the history of science fiction.”
  paul alkon, author of 

Science Fiction Before 1900

j.-h. rosny aîné (1856–1940) was born in 
Brussels and wrote prolifically in a variety of 
genres. danièle chatelain is a professor of 
French at the University of Redlands. george 
slusser is a professor of comparative literature 
at the University of California, Riverside. 
Chatelain and Slusser live in Highland, California.

Three ground-
breaking works 
from a master 
of modern 
science fiction
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Food for the Dead
On the Trail of  
New England’s Vampires
michael e. bell

back in print

Startling true stories 
behind New England’s 
vampire legends—
with a new preface  
by the author

For nineteenth century New Englanders, 
“vampires” came in the form of tuberculosis. To 
rid their communities of the wasting disease, 
families sometimes relied on folk practices, 
including exhuming and consuming the 
bodies of the deceased. Author Michael E. Bell 
shows that these practices were surprisingly 
widespread and lasted into the twentieth 
century. This Wesleyan paperback includes 
an extensive preface with new cases Bell has 
discovered since Food for the Dead was first 
published in 2001. 

“The ‘vampire’ threat here has little in common 
with your garden-variety Dracula . . . these quiet 
apparitions are in some ways more macabre.”
 Publishers Weekly 

michael e. bell was the consulting folklorist 
at the Rhode Island Historical Preservation 
& Heritage Commission. He splits his time 
between McKinney, Texas, and Pawtuxet 
Village, Rhode Island.

October
352 pp., 15 illus., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $16.95 
978-0-8195-7170-0

new england history / folklore

Garnet Books

December
288 pp., 44 illus., 8 maps, 6 x 9" 
Cloth, $35.00 
978-0-8195-6856-4

connecticut / history / transportation

The Driftless Connecticut Series 
Garnet Books

Post Roads & Iron Horses
Transportation in Connecticut from 
Colonial Times to the Age of Steam
richard deluca

The fascinating 
history of 
turnpikes, 
steamboats, 
canals, railroads, 
and trolleys in 
Connecticut

Advances in transportation technology during  
the nineteenth century transformed Connecticut 
from a rough network of colonial towns to 
an industrial powerhouse of the Gilded Age. 
Historian and transportation engineer Richard 
DeLuca traces the significant themes and stories 
that emerge as American innovators struggled to 
control the movement of passengers and goods 
in southern New England. Generously illustrated, 
it is an indispensable book for history and 
transportation buffs of all kinds.

richard deluca lives in Cheshire, Connecticut. 
He has written on regional transportation for 
Connecticut History and the Encyclopedia of 
Connecticut History Online.

The Driftless Connecticut Series is funded by the  
Beatrice Fox Auerbach Foundation Fund  
at the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving,  
www.wesleyan.edu/wespress/driftless.
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On the Outskirts of Form
Practicing Cultural Poetics
michael davidson

This volume gathers essays by Michael 
Davidson concerning formally innovative 
poetry from modernists such as Mina Loy, 
George Oppen, and Wallace Stevens to 
current practitioners such as Cristina Rivera-
Garza, Heriberto Yépez, Lisa Robertson, and 
Mark Nowak. A comprehensive and versatile 
collection, it places modern and contemporary 
poetics in a cultural context to reconsider 
the role of cultural studies and globalization 
in poetry. As Alan Golding puts it, “Michael 
Davidson’s superbly written book compellingly 
expands the category ‘American poetry’ into 
a global(ized) context, a ‘cosmopoetics.’ On 
the Outskirts of Form represents one direction 
in which scholarship on American poetry 
must move if it is to remain intellectually and 
culturally relevant—Davidson is on the cutting 
edge of that future.”

Poet and scholar michael davidson is 
Distinguished Professor of Literature at the 
University of California, San Diego. He is the 
author of numerous books, most recently 
Concerto for the Left Hand.

Essays on modern 
and contemporary 
poetry from a 
cultural studies 
perspective

November
320 pp., 19 illus., 6 x 9"

Unjacketed cloth, $80.00 x 
978-0-8195-6957-8

Paper, $27.95 
978-0-8195-6958-5

poetry criticism / cultural studies

August
80 pp., 7 x 8" 
Cloth, $22.95 
978-0-8195-7167-0

poetry

Wesleyan Poetry

Apples from Shinar
hyam plutzik
afterword by david scott kastan

Apples from Shinar was Hyam Plutzik’s second 
complete collection. Originally published in 
1959 as a part of Wesleyan University Press’s 
new poetry series, the collection includes “The 
Shepherd”—a section of the book length poem 

“Horatio,” which earned Plutzik a finalist position 
for the Pulitzer Prize. “The love and the words 
and the simplicity” that mark Plutzik’s poetry, 
writes Philip Booth, “are all here [in Apples 
from Shinar], and the poems come peacefully, 
and wonderfully, alive.” With a previously 
unpublished foreword by Hyam Plutzik and new 
afterword by David Scott Kastan, this edition 
will introduce a new generation of readers to the 
work of one of the best mid-century American 
poets.

hyam plutzik (1911–1962) was a professor 
of English at the University of Rochester and 
author of six volumes of poetry. david scott 
kastan teaches at Yale University and is one 
of the most widely read of American literary 
scholars. 

back in print

A special 
centenary edition 
of this American 
poet’s critically 
acclaimed 
collection
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Practical Water
brenda hillman

A masterful work by one of our finest poets, 
Practical Water is both an elemental meditation 
and an ecopoetics. This time her subject is 
water—Taoist water, baptismal water, water 
from the muses’ fountains, the practical waters 
of hydrology from which we draw our being—
and the stilled water in a glass in a Senate 
chamber.

“In these aesthetically challenging, yet often 
surprisingly clear poems, which span the 
personal, political and environmental, water is 
simultaneously a transparent vessel, a mirror 
and an endangered resource . . . This is one of 
the most unusual and compelling books so far 
this year.”
 Publishers Weekly

brenda hillman is the author of seven 
collections of poetry and the Olivia Filippi 
Professor of Poetry at Saint Mary’s College.

This project is supported in part by an award from the 
National Endowment for the Arts.

now in 
paperback

Winner of the Los 
Angeles Times 
Book Prize

August
120 pp., 42 illus., 6 x 9" 
Paper, $14.95 
978-0-8195-7166-3

poetry

Wesleyan Poetry

August
224 pp., 7 x 9W"
Paper, $14.95 
978-0-8195-7169-4

poetry / african studies

Wesleyan Poetry

Zong!
m. nourbese philip
as told to the author by  
setaey adamu boateng

In November, 1781, the captain of the slave 
ship Zong ordered that some 150 Africans 
be murdered by drowning so that the ship’s 
owners could collect insurance monies. 
Zong! relies entirely on the words of the legal 
decision Gregson v. Gilbert—the only extant 
public document related to the massacre of 
these African slaves.

“The story of the Zong is ultimately a story that 
can only be told by not telling. So even in the 
sea of words that fill up the final pages of Zong!, 
the registers of silence that mark the text are 
resounding.”
 kate eichorn, Xcp

m. nourbese philip is a poet, writer, and 
lawyer who lives in Toronto, Ontario. setaey 
adamu boateng is the voice of the ancestors 
revealing the submerged stories of all who were 
on board the Zong.

This project is supported in part by an award from the 
National Endowment for the Arts.

now in 
paperback

A haunting lifeline 
between archive 
and memory,  
law and poetry
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With Needle and Brush
Schoolgirl Embroidery from the 
Connecticut River Valley, 1740–1840
carol and stephen huber,  
susan p. schoelwer, and  
amy kurtz lansing

October
112 pp., 89 illus. (80 color), 9 x 11"

Cloth, $60.00 s 
978-0-9830532-0-0

Paper, $30.00 
978-0-9830532-1-7

american art / connecticut / women’s studies

Florence Griswold Museum

January
136 pp., 62 illus., 7 x 10" 
Cloth, $35.00 s 
978-0-8195-7145-8

architecture / american history - 19th century

The Driftless Connecticut Series

Garnet Books

Gervase Wheeler
A British Architect in America, 
1847–1860
renée tribert and  
james f. o’gorman

This book identifies the distinctive styles 
developed by teachers throughout the entire 
Connecticut River Valley, and provides insight 
into women’s schooling at this time. 

“With Needle and Brush presents a stunning 
group of schoolgirl artwork. The sheer beauty 
of the needlework is underpinned by new 
and important research. This book is a very 
important contribution to the field.”
  linda eaton, director of collections 

and senior curator of textiles,  
Winterthur Museum

carol and stephen huber are needlework 
experts in Old Saybrook, Connecticut. susan p. 
schoelwer is curator at George Washington’s 
Mount Vernon Estate & Gardens, Mount 
Vernon, Virginia. amy kurtz lansing is the 
curator at the Florence Griswold Museum in 
Old Lyme, Connecticut.

Gervase Wheeler was an English-born architect 
who designed such important American works 
as the Henry Boody house (Brunswick, Maine), 
the Patrick Barry house (Rochester, New York), 
and the chapels at Bowdoin and Williams 
colleges. He was best known as the author of 
two influential books, Rural Homes (1851) and 
Homes for the People (1855). This study sheds 
new light on Wheeler’s career in the states, the 
development of the American architectural 
profession, and social history as expressed in the 
changing nature of the American house. Lavishly 
illustrated with over sixty images.

renée tribert is an independent historian and 
writer living in Simsbury, Connecticut. james f. 
o’gorman is the McNeil Professor Emeritus at 
Wellesley College, and author of Henry Austin.

The Driftless Series is funded by the  
Beatrice Fox Auerbach Foundation Fund  
at the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving,  
www.wesleyan.edu/wespress/driftless.

The American 
career of an 
influential  
English architect

First book to 
explore schoolgirl 
needlework of  
the Connecticut 
River Valley
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Neighborhood Register
marcus jackson

“A poet whose voice and message we trust . . . a 
singular and significant voice.”

From the Foreword by Toi Derricotte

From the twilight towns of the Rust Belt 
to New York City, this collection evokes the 
beauties and difficulties within multi-racial 
families, the value of vernacular, and the 
unexpected resonances of common objects.

“In his fine first collection, Jackson lyrically 
knits together time, memory, human desires 
and obligations and invites the kind reader 
to dance along to his bright measures, which 
sometimes resemble the life of a young poet, 
deeply enmeshed in the world, and sometimes 
reflect like a mirror.”

Cornelius Eady

marcus jackson teaches at Rutgers. His 
poetry has appeared in The New Yorker and 
The Harvard Review, among other publications.

September
68 pp., 6 x 9W"
Paper, $16.00 
978-1-933880-25-9

poetry

October
66 pp., 6 x 9V"
Paper, $16.00 
978-1-933880-26-6

poetry

My Painted Warriors
peggy penn

“Penn’s subject is age: winter and funerals, 
yes, but also brassieres, orgasms after sixty, 
flourishing gardens, and four boys, her painted 
warriors. Worlds into worlds open up in My 
Painted Warriors, transforming this book of 
poems into a collection of miracles. It is the 
kind of poetry I can turn to when I wake in  
the night, the voice of both a fellow companion 
and a sagacious guide.”
 Molly Peacock

peggy penn’s poetry has been published 
in O Magazine, Paris Review, Beloit Journal, 
Western Humanities Review, and Southern 
Poetry Review, among others. 

A debut collection that 
sifts the Midwest’s 
dwindling industrial 
cities, along with 
the lively avenues of 
Manhattan, for the 
crucial music engrained 
in everyday domains 
and the people who 
embody them

Poems about love, 
death and orgasms 
after 60. Penn 
probes the  
character of 
enduring love  
and the frailty  
of human life
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Xing
debora kuan

Xing is about fraught crossings: East versus 
West, doubt versus belief, conformity versus 
individuality, the external versus the internal 
world. These haunting, startling poems re-cast 
the world as we think we know it into playfully 
offbeat and idiosyncratic new molds. Using an 
array of voices—such as an answering machine, 
a Sixties sanitation worker, a post-war refugee, 
a marionette, and the head of a mannequin—
Kuan reinvents the speaker’s voice as an 
entity that is unfixed, unstable, fragmented, 
peripatetic, and endlessly pleasurable to hear.

debora kuan is the recipient of a Fulbright 
media arts scholarship (Taiwan), University of 
Iowa Graduate Merit Fellowship, and a Santa 
Fe Art Institute writer's residency. She has also 
written about contemporary art for Artforum, 
Art in America, and elsewhere.

Debora Kuan 
explores cultural, 
psychological, and 
physical crossings 
in her debut 
collection

October
80 pp., 5V x 7V"
Paper, $14.00 
978-0-9833686-1-8

poetry

October
80 pp., 5V x 7V"
Paper, $14.00 
978-0-9833686-0-1

poetry

Ladies & Gentlemen
michael robins

The poems of Michael Robins’ second 
collection blend allusion—from late-20th 
century rock lyrics to the Gettysburg 
Address—and negotiate feeling amid the 
troubled history of the United States. These 
persistent, cunning voices claim prey and 
hunter alike: whether a tortured prisoner or 
the nation’s first colonists who might coexist 
among the indigenous populations if their 

“arms could hold steady,” but instead take aim 
by spreading disease to “the kind people of the 
new country.” As John Yau writes, “with the 
precision of a diamond cutter, Michael Robins 
taps into the harsh murmurs of the daily world.”

michael robins is the author of The Next 
Settlement, which received the Vassar Miller 
Prize in Poetry, and the chapbook Circus. 

Like a circus barker 
at the dawn of 
the apocalypse, 
award winning 
poet Michael Robins 
brings his special 
brand of gallows 
humor to a new 
collection
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A Company of Ghosts
christopher middleton

“Our language has not enjoyed the work of a 
poet so religious, without the consolations of 
convention, since the death of Wallace Stevens.”

graham christian, Harvard Review

“Christopher Middleton’s rare genius for exact 
observation and metaphysical wit has given 
us for over half a century now poems of such 
brilliant craftsmanship and exacting sensibility 
that a few critics only have dared to assess 
their magic. He is an incomparable stylist, a 
wry ironist, a philosopher of words. The only 
category in which he fits justly is that of a poet.”

guy davenport

christopher middleton, poet and translator, 
previously published with Sheep Meadow 
Press: The Tenor on Horseback, Tankard Cat, 
Of the Mortal Fire, The Word Pavilion and 
Intimate Chronicles.

September
84 pp., 6V x 9"
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-931357-85-2

poetry

September
96 pp., 6V x 9"
Paper, $15.95 
978-1-931357-86-9

poetry

Between Soul and Stone
margo berdeshevsky

A breathtaking 
new volume  
from a poet  
who wrestles  
with the diabolical 
complexity of  
the human heart

“This is writing with emotional power, great 
beauty and immediacy, found in the here-and-
now, woven with extraordinary awareness of 
what is precisely not beautiful in human life, 
which is an intrinsic part of the poems’ texture 
and reason for being.”
 marilyn hacker

“There is in Margo Berdeshevsky’s work a  
rare persistence of the lyric voice, used with  
a sense of ecstasy & grief almost religious in its 
evocations. Absolutely modern and fearlessly 
romantic by turns, the poems circle the rich & 
threatened corners of the living planet & travel 
further into places marked by mythic & oneiric 
time.”
 jerome rothenberg

margo berdeshevsky, poet and novelist, 
previously published with Sheep Meadow the 
poetry collection But a Passage in Wilderness.

				Wesleyan	University	Press				Sheep	Meadow	Press

Brilliant new 
poems that 
capture, at  
once, terror  
and paradise  
as subtle music
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Jazz Talmud
jake marmer

Jazz and Talmud 
meet in this brilliant, 
melodic, vibrantly 
colored first 
collection

“Musician and poet, Jake Marmer offers us a 
combo—Jazz, Talmud, and Bible—T.S. Monk 
in Jerusalem, a ‘flood-reign staccato grief 
riff.’ Gospel is a distant cousin. For example, 

‘Rachmonos (mercy) Blues’: ‘I know a little 
woman, / she got a trunk full of rach- / monos, 
yeah a trunk full of parsnips and rach- /monos  
wonder if she’ll park it on my street tonight.’ Or 
try ‘Bachelor’s Haiku’: ‘spring evening at home / 
folding up the warm laundry / one unmatched 
sock.’ His voice is unmatched. As far as I know, 
no one else is playing on his street.”
 stanley moss

jake marmer was born in Ukraine in 1979. 
He works in publishing and is a jazz musician. 

November
88 pp., 6V x 9"
Paper, $14.95 
978-1-931357-88-3

poetry

November
70 pp., 6V x 9"
Paper, $14.95 
978-1-931357-87-6

poetry

Lie Nearest Truth
sean garritty

A brave and 
beautiful debut 
from a poet who 
navigates the 
haunted world  
of remembered 
feeling

“The speaker in Sean Garritty’s fine first book of 
poems, Lie Nearest Truth, is—like Baudelaire’s 
flaneur—a Prince of Incognito. By turns 
louche and loving, tender and wry, he wanders 
a landscape of ‘sexualized light,’ ‘the humdrum 
spectacular.’ His coolly observant eye views 
through ‘windows of espial,’ ‘displaced mirrors,’ 
a haunting and haunted world of remembered 
feelings—the bleak morning after the wild 
night before. In line after line this extraordinary 
young poet savors ‘the sticky geometry’ of 
memory’s honeycomb, the bittersweet 
aftertaste of the language of loss & desire.”
 l. s. asekoff

sean garritty is a Canadian poet and 
writer who works and lives in Edmonton  
and New York City. 
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Narrows
benjamin bloch

History and deep feeling converge  
in this luminous debut

“Shaken awake by history, Ben Bloch makes poetry out 
of his dreams, hereness and distance, simplicity born 
in beautiful complications. His wild and tame poetry 
is very well-informed by suffering—his and others’. He 
may not carry the day for humanity, but he carries its 
flag. A close reader will accompany the poet down a 
road that narrows, coming closer and closer to the truth.”
 stanley moss

benjamin bloch works in the California prison 
system as a psychiatric clinician. He also runs a  
prison writing program. 
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November
70 pp., 6V x 9"
Paper, $14.95 
978-1-931357-99-9

poetry
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Paul Celan,  
Nelly Sachs
Correspondence
PAU L CELAN AN D  
N ELLY SACHS

Paper, $13.95 
978-1-878818-71-3

The Correspondence 
of Paul Celan and 
Ilana Shmueli
PAU L CELAN AN D  
I LANA SHMU ELI

Paper, $19.95 
978-1-931357-89-0

also of interest

Snow Part
PAU L CELAN

Paper, $19.95 
978-1-931357-46-3
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Dura
MYU NG MI KIM

Paper, $14.95 
978-0-9767185-9-8

also of interest

Meddle English
New and Selected 
Texts
CAROLI N E BERGVALL

Paper, $14.95 
978-0-9822645-8-4

October
160 pp., 7 x 10" 
Paper, $15.95 
978-0-9844598-8-9

poetry

movable TYYPE
kathleen fraser

The first new collection by this  
innovative poet in seven years

Kathleen Fraser’s inventive new book showcases poems 
from four recent collaborative artists books that “are 
exhilarating and daring, bringing her longtime love  
of words as objects into play with provocative ideas” 
(The New York Times). These new poems, many created 
through her unique collage and hand paste-up techniques, 
continue Fraser’s ambitious exploration of the boundaries 
of language and the limits of the page.

“I love Kathleen Fraser’s extraordinary intelligence, her 
persistent care for where she is—and for all those she 
finds there too.”
 robert creeley

kathleen fraser is the author of 18 books of poetry 
and prose, including her selected poems, il cuore: the heart, 
and her essay collection, Translating the Unspeakable. She 
lives in San Francisco and spends each spring in Rome.
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SEA and FOG
etel adnan

These interrelated meditations explore 
the nature of the individual spirit and the 
individual spiritedness of the natural world.   
As skilled a philosopher as she is a poet, in 
Sea and Fog, Adnan weaves multiple sonic, 
theoretical, and syntactic pleasures at once.

“Etel Adnan sharpens the starkness of the 
world of matter and anti-matter. These texts 
are psalms that stretch from the sublime to 
the violent, journey from Yosemite Valley to 
a soldier’s jeep in the desert, and gather from 
Dostoevsky to Scalapino. A history, a gospel,  
a prayer book, it dwells in the divine.”
 elmaz abinader

etel adnan is a recipient of a 2010 PEN 
Oakland-Josephine Miles National Literary 
Award for her body of work. She lives between 
Sausalito, California; Paris; and Beirut.

Two striking 
lyric essays from 
master poet  
and philosopher 
Etel Adnan

October
88 pp., 6 x 8W"
Paper, $15.95 
978-0-9844598-7-2

poetry / comparative literature / 
middle east studies

November
120 pp., 6 x 8W"
Paper, $15.95 
978-0-9844598-9-6

poetry

Music for Porn
rob halpern

Taking Walt Whitman’s Civil War poems as 
a point of departure, Rob Halpern’s Music for 
Porn moves across the landscape of battlefields 
and homoerotic affect in an encompassing 
engagement with intimate longing and  
military catastrophe. Halpern’s poetry and lyric 
prose evinces a world in which the physical 
and linguistic body are permeated by, and 
implicated in, the globalized maneuvers of 
modern warfare and capitalist endeavor.

rob halpern is the author of two books 
of poems, Rumored Place, nominated for a 
California Book Award, and Disaster Suites. 
With Taylor Brady, he co-authored Snow 
Sensitive Skin. He teaches at Eastern Michigan 
University and lives in San Francisco and 
Ypsilanti, Michigan.

A bracing lyrical 
exploration of  
the ethical limits  
of our militarized 
and eroticized 
landscape
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